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Abstract
Characterizing molecular drivers of clinical outcome in pediatric acute leukemias by systems
biology and machine learning
Alexandre P. Alloy

Acute leukemias are the main type of malignancy affecting children. They are defined by their
precursor cell lineage: myeloid lineage for acute myeloid leukemia (AML) and lymphoid lineage
for acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL). In this thesis, we use systems biology approaches to
characterize transcription factor (TF) programs that define novel AML subtypes. We combine this
approach with machine learning methods to group patients sharing similar TF programs and riskstratify them. We identify a 9-cluster solution with statistically significant survival differences
ranging from 84% for the best group to 41% for the worst. Each of the clusters is composed of
patients with various cytogenetic aberrations that would not necessarily have been classified
together. We identify top aberrantly activated TFs and potential master regulators or drug targets
in each cluster. We also propose a novel stratification for FLT3-ITD patients with no other
cytogenetic abnormalities. These patients are currently all classified as high-risk; however, we find
a low-risk subtype and identify a TF signature that is predictive of risk in this subtype. Finally, we
develop a binary classifier that is able to stratify the patients into two risk groups. We find that the
activity of a large cluster of HOXA TFs is highly correlated with poor prognosis.

In the second part, we characterize some mechanisms of relapse in B-ALL at a single-cell
resolution focusing again on the patterns of activation and deactivation of TF activity in the course
of the disease in trios of samples (diagnosis, remission and relapse) matched to a patient. After a

discussion on some of the technical aspects of differentiating normal cells and leukemic cells at a
single-cell RNA sequencing resolution, we perform computational pseudo-lineage reconstruction
based on groups of TFs whose activities rise and fall together through pseudotime. We find that
each patient has unique mechanisms at the earliest pseudotimes but they seem to converge at the
later pseudotimes into signatures in which the B-cell identity (in the case of B-ALL) gradually
fades away. We also identify small populations of cells isolated at diagnosis in the later
pseudotimes which is consistent with the view that many of the persistent cells in ALL pre-exist
the malignancy and are selected by the treatment.

This novel systems biology approach for characterizing clinical outcome in patients and defining
lineage reconstruction identifies biochemical mechanisms and signaling pathways that are
responsible for the development and maintenance of the malignancy and identifies potential
therapeutic targets. The results exposed in this thesis will lead to a better understanding of some
of the inner workings of pediatric acute leukemias and may lead to the development of improved
targeted therapies.
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Introduction
Leukemias are malignancies affecting proliferative cells in the bone marrow and are usually
classified as either myeloid or lymphoblastic lineage leukemias. In the first section of this thesis,
we will discuss pediatric acute myeloid leukemia (AML) and in the second part, we will discuss
pediatric acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL).

Pediatric AML is a rare heterogeneous group of disorders that is characterized by an infiltration of
the bone marrow, blood and other tissues by proliferative and abnormally differentiated cells from
the hematopoietic stem cell system1. Before the advent of chemotherapy in the 1960s and 1970s2,
AML was not curable3. Since then, huge strides have been made in the treatment of AML and we
have now reached an overall survival of around 70% in rich countries1. This improvement in
survival has been driven, in part, by the development of risk stratification schemes for patients
based on biomarkers1. Risk stratification of patients enables treatment to be risk-adapted in order
to avoid overtreatment in children with favorable risk and improve prognostic in children with
adverse risk1. Therefore, improving survival in AML relies in part in developing better risk
stratification schemes, such that patients who would succumb to the disease are not classified as
low risk or intermediate risk4.

History of AML patient stratification
AML patient stratification has evolved from the French-American-British (FAB)5 classification
based on cell morphology and cytochemistry and developed in the 1970s, to the World Health
Organization (WHO)6 classification based on genetic, immunophenotypic, biological and clinical
features, in the 2000s.
1

The FAB classification originally proposed 6 categories for AML, named M1 through M6. It was
later expanded to include M07 for minimally differentiated AML and M7 for the rare AML subtype
of megakaryoblastic lineage (AMKL)8.

FAB
M0
M1
M2
M3
M4
M5
M6
M7
NOS

Description
Minimally differentiated AML
Myeloblastic leukemia without maturation
Myeloblastic leukemia with maturation
Hypergranular promyelocytic leukemia
Myelomonocytic leukemia
Monocytic leukemia
Erythroleukemia
Megakaryoblastic AML (AMKL)
Not otherwise specified

Table 1: FAB subtypes

FAB was found to have limited prognostic value9, indeed while M0, M3 and M4 showed
significant survival difference, M1, M2, M5 and NOS did not have significant survival difference.
It was found that identifying some chromosomal aberrations or mutations was more useful in many
cases as prognostic markers. For example, FAB was found to not be a good prognostic tool if
CEBPA or NPM1 mutations were known10.

The WHO later developed a stratification scheme that was based on more meaningful sets of
features such as chromosomal aberrations, mutations, immunophenotyping and clinical features.
The resulting classification covers more categories which have more statistically significant
prognostic value than the FAB system. WHO classification retains the NOS (not otherwise
specified) subtype from FAB for patients that do not present with any of the chromosomal
aberrations or mutations identified in the other categories. These patients are classified by
2

morphology, akin to the FAB system10, even though survival is not correlated with morphology in
these samples, indicating the difficulty of classifying patients with no cytogenetic markers.

Acute myeloid leukemia (AML) and related neoplasms
AML with recurrent genetic abnormalities
AML with t(8;21)(q22;q22.1);RUNX1-RUNX1T1
AML with inv(16)(p13.1q22) or t(16;16)(p13.1;q22); CBFB-MYH11
APL with PML-RARA
AML with t(9;11)(p21.3;q23.3); MLLT3-KMT2A
AML with t(6;9)(p23;q34.1); DEK-NUP214
AML with inv(3)(q21.3q26.2) or t(3;3)(q21.3;q26.2); GATA2,MECOM
AML (megakaryoblastic) with t(1;22)(p13.3;q13.3); RBM15-MKL1
Provisional entity: AML with BCR-ABL1
AML with mutated NPM1
AML with biallelic mutations of CEBPA
Provisional entity: AML with mutated RUNX1
AML with myelodysplasia-related changes
Therapy-related myeloid neoplasms
AML, NOS
AML with minimal differentiation
AML without maturation
AML with maturation
Acute myelomonocytic leukemia
Acute monoblastic/monocytic leukemia
Pure erythroid leukemia
Acute megakaryoblastic leukemia
Acute basophilic leukemia
Acute panmyelosis with myelofibrosis
Myeloid sarcoma
Myeloid proliferations related to Down syndrome
Transient abnormal myelopoiesis (TAM)
Myeloid leukemia associated with Down syndrome
Table 2: WHO classification of AML subtypes by cytogenetics

While the WHO categories are useful for stratifying patients, especially for separating patients
with poor prognosis from those with favorable prognosis, most patients are treated using a similar
regimen of chemotherapeutics, namely an initial intensive induction with 7 days of cytarabine plus
3

3 days of an anthracycline treatment, known as the 7+3 regimen11. In some cases, such as in
patients with poor prognosis, stem cell transplantation is performed.

Finally, in 2010, The European LeukemiaNet (ELN) introduced a system to stratify patients into
risk groups based on genetics and the WHO categories. The ELN system is composed of three
groups: adverse-risk, favorable-risk and standard-risk12. It classifies patients with chromosomal
inversions, deletions or amplifications, as well as patients with certain mutations into one of these
three risk groups. It also deals with combinations of markers from different risk groups, such as
NPM1 mutation which is a favorable risk marker in the absence of FLT3-ITD. The standard-risk
group is composed of patients with no cytogenetic information. Their survival is intermediate,
between the adverse- and favorable-risk groups. The lack of cytogenetic information in their
karyotype complicates their prognostic. They are usually further stratified into adverse- or
favorable-risk after the first round of induction. If there is presence of minimal residual disease
(MRD), a condition characterized by the detection of surviving blasts in the bone marrow
following a full course of chemotherapeutic treatment, the patient is stratified as adverse-risk,
otherwise he is stratified as favorable-risk.

Development of pediatric AML prognostic biomarkers
Most of the work on AML stratification has been done in adults. This is partly due to how rare
pediatric AML is in comparison to adult AML. While the adult and pediatric forms of AML are
similar, they have some major differences as well. The vast majority of pediatric AML is de novo,
i.e. it appears without clinical history of prior myelodysplastic syndrome (MDS),
myeloproliferative disorder or exposure to leukemogenic therapies or agents13. By contrast, in
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adults, a significant proportion of AML arises from underlying MDS or myeloproliferative
disorder, which increase with age14. Because of this, the classification of adult AML does not
translate perfectly into pediatric AML. The incidence of mutations and chromosomal aberrations
are different; for example core-binding factor (CBF) AML is more prevalent in pediatric AML
(20-22%) than in adult AML (13%)1, while FLT3-ITD is more prevalent in adult AML (20-40%)
than in pediatric AML (10%)1. Some mutations that are common in adult AML such as DNMT3A
and TP53 are absent in pediatric patients, while mutations in GATA2, FLT3 and CBL are more
prevalent in pediatric AML than in adult AML4. Some mutations have an adverse effect in adult
AML but an unclear or no effect in pediatric AML, such as c-KIT with t(8;21)1. For this reason,
pediatric AML should be considered a separate disease from adult AML15 and any novel
stratification scheme should take into account the age group of the patients.

Despite the progress in patient stratification, and the success rate in defining risk groups and
administering risk-specific therapies, with a survival rate of 70%, increase in survival is unlikely
as we have reached limits in cytotoxicity for pediatric drugs13. In order to improve survival, we
would need to either develop targeted therapeutics or understand the molecular biology of AML
and define subtypes by their molecular properties. Work by the Children’s Oncology Group (COG)
is aiming at identifying novel cytogenetic prognostic biomarkers. They have identified novel
prognostic gene fusions and mutations and eliminated some markers with little or no predictive
value in pediatric AML (Table 3).

5

Table 3: Prognostic markers from AAML1831 and used by the Children’s Oncology Group to riskstratify patients

6

AML is thought to arise from at least two classes of genetic events: 1- activating mutations in
signal transduction pathways such as FLT3, KIT, N-RAS, K-RAS, PTPN11 which result in
increased and uncontrolled proliferation or survival of the leukemic cell; 2- genetic aberrations,
such as chromosomal fusions, in hematopoietic transcription factors13,16 such as t(8;21)(q22;q22)
giving rise to the fusion transcription factor RUNX1-RUNX1T1, or mutations in NPM1.
Understanding the implications of these mutations and chromosomal aberrations at a systems
biology level would help us understand the biology of different AML subtypes as well as identify
potential therapeutic targets. Also, defining substratification subtypes on the activity of important
transcription factors or signaling pathways may be more relevant than focusing on cytogenetic
events as several different mutations and chromosomal aberrations may converge into the same
phenotype.

The aim of the first part of this thesis is to identify novel subtypes and predictive biomarkers
associated with survival in pediatric AML. We use methods from systems biology, machinelearning and statistics to identify patterns of transcription factor activation and deactivation from
gene expression data. The main data source that we are working with is coming from the
AAML1031 clinical study from the Children’s Oncology Group (COG). COG has assembled a
data set of RNA sequencing samples from primary tumors of 1080 pediatric patients from across
the United States. The patients are “all-comers”, which means that they are not selected for any
kind of subtype or tumor aggressivity, and therefore should represent a faithful tranche of the
general population of pediatric AML patients.

7

Biomarker discovery by gene expression analysis
Biomarker discovery consists in identifying a set of genes that are predictive of a certain
phenotype, for example clinical outcome in cancer patients. Biomarkers may or may not provide
mechanistic insight; indeed, some signatures only show that some gene expressions are correlated
with a phenotype, but that correlation may not be causal.

The first gene expression signature ever published was a predictor for acute leukemia class type
(AML vs ALL) 17. This predictor was revolutionary at the time as it showed that one could use the
data from gene expression to distinguish between two subtypes of leukemias which were usually
distinguished by morphology and enzyme-based histochemical analyses. Also, some leukemias
presented with ambiguous morphologies which made them difficult to distinguish. The molecular
difference between AML and ALL was so stark that the class predictor trained on a microarraybased signature was highly accurate. Even though no targetable mechanistic insight was gleaned
from this signature, it remained clinically relevant for its diagnostic power. This result spurred the
development of more predictive signatures, especially those correlated with prognosis, for their
potential clinical impact.

Traditionally, biomarker discovery has been performed by correlating a gene expression signature
to overall survival time. Breast cancer was the first cancer for which a prognostic gene expression
signature was computed in the early 2000s18. This signature, composed of 70 genes, led to a new
approach to the prognostication of breast cancer patients in the clinic and resulted in two
companies developing commercial assays for breast cancer prognostics: MammaPrint and
Oncotype DX19. The genes discovered by this method were surprising to the authors as they did
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not include genes that had been considered driver genes in breast cancer, such as cyclin D1, ERα, UPA, PAI-1, HER2/neu and c-myc. Even though this signature identified genes that only hinted
at a general mechanism, such as genes involved in the cell cycle, metastasis and angiogenesis, it
was purely correlational and did not uncover any novel therapeutic targets.

In AML, the first prognostic signature to be computed was based on microarray. It identified 113
probes with prognostic power for de novo adult AML20. While this prognostic signature was
validated in an independent study focusing on cytologically normal AML (CN-AML)21 – patients
with no chromosomal alterations – it does not carry any mechanistic insight. The large number of
biomarkers made it difficult to arrive to a mechanistic understanding of disease outcome based on
the expressed genes.

Over the years, several different signatures claiming to be predictive of adverse outcome were
published. However, a number of these signatures were not strictly predictive; indeed, random
signatures, in which genes were selected at random, could perform better than most of these
signatures22. One reason for this lack of specificity is that the biomarkers identified by gene
expression are only correlated with a clinical outcome. Not only does correlation not imply
causation, but also the expression of genes is highly correlated, therefore it is possible to identify
a biomarker by a spurious correlation due to confounding variables.

Several studies have attempted to identify prognostic markers that could give a mechanistic
understanding in the inner workings of the disease. One such study23, based on a genetic analysis,
identified 111 driver mutations in 1540 patients that were predictive of prognosis. Their analysis
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revealed 11 subgroups of patients, some already well known in the field such as inv(16) and
t(8;21), which are low risk groups, but also some novel subgroups such as a chromatinspliceosome subgroup composed of patients with mutations in chromatin-modifying genes.
However, despite harboring mutations in driver genes, 166 patients (~11%) cannot be classified
into one subgroup. Additionally, in 62 patients, no driver mutations were detected. Therefore,
about 15% of patients cannot be classified into a predictive subgroup. Finally, determining the
disease mechanism of these mutations, and whether they are targetable will require a lot of work.
In order to develop a mechanistic understanding and identify potential targets, genes with clear
functions need to be identified.

In two subsequent studies, an attempt was made to identify some smaller gene signatures that are
correlated with and predictive of prognosis: a 17-gene signature (LSC17)24 and a 4-gene
signature25. The 17-gene signature (LSC17) is based on a stemness score derived from a
differential gene expression analysis between a fraction of sorted leukemia stem cells (LSC+) and
LSC- cells from AML patients. They developed a signature that was highly predictive. However,
a high LSC17 score, which is predictive of poor prognosis, is correlated with a higher incidence
of the FLT3 internal tandem duplication mutation (FLT3-ITD) as well as adverse cytogenetics24,
meaning that this predictor may not add much to the WHO patient risk-stratification.

Finally, the 4-gene signature is an improvement on all the other signatures discussed above, in part
thanks to its small number of features. The genes identified, SOCS2, IL2RA, NPDC1, PHGDH,
are very relevant, each having a plausible mechanism for AML progression. Indeed, SOCS2
associates with and activates FLT3, an important driver of differentiation of hematopoietic cells26.
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However, although it has been validated in several adult AML studies, it is not a useful predictor
in the case of pediatric AML (Figure 1). Although we observe a statistically significant difference
between the overall survival in the 17-gene and 4-gene signatures, the ranges between the best and
worst outcomes are too narrow (74% to 58% for 17-gene signature; 69% to 57% for the 4-gene
signature; compared to 72% to 44% with cytogenetic features).

Figure 1: Risk prediction in pediatric AML (A) by cytogenetic features identified by COG’s
AAML1031 clinical study supplemented by minimal residual disease (MRD) information. (B) by 17-gene
signature tested on pediatric AML. (C) 4-gene signature tested on pediatric AML.

Very few prognostic predictors have been developed specifically for pediatric AML patients.
Pediatric AML classification presents some unique challenges compared to its adult counterpart.
For one, it is much rarer than adult AML, therefore assembling a cohort that has enough statistical
power is not trivial. Also, pediatric patients usually present with much fewer mutations and
chromosomal events27. Therefore, these patients would benefit from a prognostic predictor that is
independent of cytogenetic information and, instead, that focuses on the regulatory mechanisms
driving and maintaining the tumor state.
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Hypothesis
A large part of mutations and chromosomal aberrations in AML result in aberrantly activated
hematopoietic transcription factor (TF) activity13,16. Therefore, I hypothesize that using systems
biology approaches aimed at inferring TF activity in patient RNA sequencing samples, I will be
able to identify patterns of TF activity across a patient cohort which will translate into clinically
relevant subtypes. Grouping patients by their TF activities may identify novel drivers of AML
progression and novel subtypes. This stratification should complement the WHO and FAB
stratification schemes and help understand some of the biochemical pathways involved in AML
progression and risk factors and eventually identify potential therapeutic targets.

12

Chapter 1: Approach
TF activity inference by systems biology
Regulation of gene expression in AML, and in all cells in general, is driven primarily by
transcription regulators such as TFs. TFs are proteins that bind to a DNA sequence upstream of a
gene coding region, modify the local chromatin structure around the binding site, and either
activate or inhibit the expression of target genes. Genes that are regulated by a particular TF will
be called, in this thesis, “downstream targets”. TFs and their downstream targets form gene
regulatory networks.

A TF’s interactions with its targets are complex. For one, TF binding is stochastic and leaky which
means that it may bind to sequences different from its own optimal binding sequence. Chromatin
needs to be displaced in order for the TF to access the DNA, sometimes requiring chromatin posttranslational modification, and therefore the recruitment of other molecules28. To add to this
complexity, TFs being proteins, are subject to post-translational modifications, which may activate
or deactivate their activity in some contexts but not in others. Considering such complexity,
directly measuring TF activity in a high-throughput manner seems far-fetched. However, using
tools from systems biology, it is possible to simplify this problem by focusing on the global effect
of each TF’s gene expression on the expression of its target genes which is easily measurable by
RNA sequencing29,30 (Figure 2).
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A

B

TF

TF

Figure 2: TF inferred activity inference approach (A) A TF may go through several complex maturing
steps following transcription in order to become activated, therefore transcription levels and TF activity
may not be correlated. (B) Inference of TF activity by quantifying the enrichment of its downstream
targets. Figure adapted from Califano and Alvarez (2017)30, with permission.

Systems biology is an approach that attempts to develop general laws describing biological
networks31 as opposed to the reductionist approach in which biomolecules or biological processes
are studied one at a time, in isolation. Gene regulatory networks are a useful abstraction developed
in systems biology to describe the interactions of TFs with the gene regulatory machinery and it
bypasses the complexity of each individual TF’s activation and binding to DNA. Systems biology
has benefited from a flurry of technological advances enabling the high throughput acquisition of
14

data. cDNA microarrays for measuring global gene expressions in an entire organism paved to
way to the field of transcriptomics, the study of gene expression32. Microarrays were the first
technology to measure the global gene transcription of an organism. From 1996 until the advent
of next generation sequencing, and RNA sequencing, microarrays went through a series of
improvements in microprinting, adding more probes and enabling the detection of increasing
numbers of transcripts. The drawbacks of microarray technology were the signal’s low dynamic
range, limited by photobleaching, and the fact that the microarray’s probe sets had to be rationally
designed to detect known genes or gene regulatory regions. Next generation sequencing saw the
development of RNA sequencing, which enabled the detection of novel transcripts and
quantification of their expression. The drawbacks seen in microarrays of a limited dynamic range
and detection only of known transcripts were eliminated as now each transcript was counted
individually, a transcript’s detection was not dependent on fluorescence limitations and all detected
transcripts fragments were measured and mapped on the genome, including unknown transcripts.

In the next section, we will discuss two algorithms that use transcriptomics data (microarray or
RNA sequencing) and transform them into inferred TF activity. The two algorithms are named
ARACNe and VIPER, a gene regulatory network reverse engineering algorithm and a transcription
regulator protein activity inference algorithm, respectively.

ARACNe – VIPER pipeline
The Virtual Inference of Protein-activity by Enriched Regulon analysis algorithm (VIPER) is the
algorithm that infers TF activity by computing the enrichment of their downstream targets. In order
to use the downstream expression of TF target genes as reporters for TF activity, the first step is
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to identify TF targets and assign them a sign – positive for upregulation and negative for
downregulation. This first step is performed by the Algorithm for the Reconstruction of Accurate
Cellular Networks (ARACNe)33,34.

Gene regulatory network reverse engineering with ARACNe
ARACNe is an information theoretic algorithm that reconstructs the cellular network topology
graph in which TFs are represented as vertices connected to edges representing direct regulatory
interactions33,34. ARACNe uses mutual information (MI) as a non-linear measure of correlation
that is well suited for non-linear processes such as gene expression31.

ARACNe first rank-transforms the gene expression data, which decreases the influence of arbitrary
transformations on the microarray data or RNA sequencing data normalization, such as the
variance stabilizing transformation for RNA sequencing raw counts or the RMA transformation
for microarray raw fluorescence measurements. This makes the data uniformly distributed and
simplifies the Gaussian kernel estimator. Then, the algorithm works in three steps: 1- computation
of a mutual information (MI) threshold (I0) to identify a minimum MI value to rule out the null
hypothesis of two independent genes; 2- computation of MI information between all possible TFtarget pairs; 3- removal of indirect interactions by the data processing inequality (DPI).

After computing a MI threshold (I0), ARACNe computes the mutual information Iij > I0, assembles
all possible gene triplets with MIs larger than I0 and finally removes the interaction with the
smallest MI value within each triplet. This step, enabled by the data processing inequality theorem
(DPI35), is used to remove indirect interactions. This last step was a great improvement at the time
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over contemporary algorithms such as, for example, mutual information relevance networks. DPI
may increase the false negative rate, however as we will see in our discussion of VIPER, a high
false positive rate is more destructive to TF activity inference than a high false negative rate,
because a reduced regulon of few high confidence targets is more informative as a reporter for TF
activity inference than a larger regulon of several low confidence targets. Therefore, ARACNe
minimizes the false positive rate at the expense of some false negative rate. This particular property
makes it a particularly suitable gene regulatory network inference algorithm to use upstream of
VIPER.

ARACNe is run on 200 sample bootstraps of a normalized gene expression matrix. In our case, we
used the variance stabilizing transformation (VST)36 to normalize the raw counts calculated by the
splice-aware RNA sequencing mapping algorithm STAR37. The final network is obtained by
merging the edges from all the bootstraps, computing a Poisson-distributed null model for random
edges and retaining edges with p-values < 10-8.

VIPER algorithm
VIPER needs two pieces of information from the ARACNe network in order to use the TF’s
downstream targets’ expressions as reporters for TF activity: a measure of the strength of the
association between TF and target, for which a normalized MI ranging from [0,1] is used, and a
measure of the sign of the interaction, which is called “mode of regulation” (MoR). MoR is
computed by first measuring the spearman correlation between the expression of a TF and its
targets. VIPER then fits a trimodal mixture model using the expectation-maximization (EM)
algorithm. One of the three means is fixed to 0, and EM discovers the negative and the positive
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means. Then for each TF-target pair, VIPER computes a ratio between the fitted probability
density of the particular pair and the density of all the TF-target pairs. Finally, MoR is computed
as a ratio between the probabilities of being highly positively regulated divided by all the modes
of regulation minus the probability of being highly negatively regulated divided by all the modes
of regulation (Figure 3).

Mode of Regulation

Figure 3: Computation of the mode of regulation in VIPER which quantifies the sign of the
interaction between a TF and its target

MoR gives us a confidence measure over the sign of the TF-target interaction. Along with the
normalized MI, we obtain for each TF-target pair measures of confidence in the interaction and in
the sign of the interaction. We can then prune the TF-target interactions to the top 100 with most
confidence. This set of highly confident interactions are a better reporter for TF activity than using
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all the targets. And this is one reason why reverse-engineering a gene regulatory network that
optimizes a low false positive rate is the best approach in gene regulatory network reverseengineering.

Protein inference is finally computed by the aREA algorithm which measures the enrichment of
TF targets expressions against a reference. Briefly, at first two enrichment scores are computed for
each TF: a two-tail enrichment score and a one-tail enrichment score. These two enrichment scores
are then integrated into a final, 3-tail enrichment score.

In the case of the two-tail enrichment score, the gene expression matrix is scaled, rank transformed
and quantile normalized. Quantile normalization ensures that the enrichment scores are standard
normal distributed (mean = 0, standard deviation = 1). The quantile normalized matrix is then
matrix multiplied by a matrix of dimensions (TF x targets) with element-wise multiplied values
(MoR x nMI). The resulting matrix is a TF x samples matrix of quantile normalized expression
values across a signature, corrected by the MoR and nMI.

The one-tail enrichment score is unsigned and unnormalized and is calculated by taking into
account the relative rankings of the target genes in the signature. A high one-tail enrichment score
indicates that the targets of the regulator tend to lie at the extremes of the distribution of gene
expression ranks, independently of the sign of the regulatory interaction. A low one-tail enrichment
score indicates that the targets tend to lie towards the center of the distribution. It is a measure of
the absolute ‘dysregulation’ of the expression of the regulator’s targets.
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The one- and two-tail enrichment scores are combined by summation. The normalized enrichment
scores (NES) are obtained by correcting each 3-tail enrichment score value by the absolute sum of
all the nMIs of the downstream targets for each TF. This will have the effect of decreasing the
score for TFs whose downstream targets have low nMIs values and thus prioritize the TFs with
strong interactions. Because this last step is a multiplication, larger regulons will artifactually show
a stronger enrichment. This problem is resolved by pruning the regulon in order to only incorporate
the top 100 targets for each regulator. The regulators are filtered by sorting by nMI. For this reason,
it is important to be as confident as possible in the targets of each regulon, and it is another reason
why we keep the false positive detection rate in ARACNe as low as possible, even to the detriment
of true positives, as in the end we only keep the 100 most confident interactions.

Practical considerations regarding the differential gene expression signature
computation and gene regulatory network reverse-engineering
VIPER-inferred TF activity is computed on a differential gene expression signature. It requires a
reference to compare each sample to and is therefore a relative measurement of differential protein
activity between a test set and a reference set. The signature is computed by modeling a distribution
over each gene in the reference set. The gene signatures that I used in my work are either the
normal distribution whereby each gene expression value is transformed into a Z-score with respect
to the reference distribution, or the t-distribution, in which the t-score is computed with respect to
the t-distribution. Because the normalization of gene expression by the variance stabilizing
transformation transforms the distribution of gene counts into an approximately normal
distribution, the Z-score distribution is a reasonable reference distribution. The t-distribution is
similar to the normal distribution except that it has longer tails and can therefore take into account
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edge cases. In practice, I do not find the choice of the distribution to be a major defining parameter
and I do not find any one distribution model to be superior.

The choice of reference will affect the differential VIPER-inferred protein activity calculation. A
normal stem cell reference such as HSC will emphasize the activity of proteins that are involved
in malignant stem cells such as leukemic stem cells, but may lose the activity associated with the
more differentiated blasts. A malignant ALL reference will emphasize the proteins that are unique
in AML as compared to other acute leukemias while subtracting out commonalities, which may
include non-informative transcription factors generally associated with cancer. I computed gene
expression signatures against the following references: HSC, normal myeloid, bone marrow,
peripheral blood and pediatric acute lymphoblastic leukemia, both B- and T-ALL. Each signature
emphasized a different aspect of the gene regulatory program associated with AML and helped
build a consensus signature to identify novel subtypes.

AML is characterized by dysregulated transcription factor activity which leads to subtype-specific
rewiring of gene regulatory networks38. Therefore a single ARACNe network is unlikely to be
applicable to all the diversity present in AML patients. I computed ARACNe networks using three
approaches: 1- using the 1080 patients in the COG cohort; 2- computing a rough clustering solution
on the COG cohort and computing a cluster-specific ARACNe network; and 3- computing an
ARACNe network only on the samples with the highest % blasts. I set a cut-off to 87% blasts
which corresponds to the top quartile of samples in terms of % blasts, or 270 patients.
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The network computed on all samples in the COG cohort identified general AML-specific
interactions that may not have been detected in a more homogeneous subtype. Indeed, the subtypespecific interactions, especially those from smaller subtypes, would have been lost due being
below the threshold for statistical significance. The networks computed on equal numbers of
patients from each cluster of a rough 5-cluster solution based on gene expression, identified rarer,
more subtype-specific interactions that would not have been detected on the full data set. Finally,
the network computed on the samples with high % blasts identified interactions that may have
been missed in the lower 75% of the data set which contains more normal immune cells from the
bone marrow and peripheral blood, therefore less contamination from the normal compartment.

We use these gene expression references and gene expression networks to identify known
regulators involved in known subtypes of AML. They should appear at the top or bottom of a
VIPER-inferred activity signature. We test the references mentioned above (pediatric ALL, HSC,
bone marrow/peripheral blood and normal myeloid) and we test the three networks (computed on
all samples in the COG cohort, computed on equal numbers of patients from a 5-cluster solution,
and computed on a high blast subset of the COG cohort (Figure 4).

Approach for identifying classes of AML patients by ensemble learning
We compute VIPER inferred activity and identify the rank of known transcription regulators that
are drivers of some AML subtypes, which should be either at the top or at the bottom of the
signature. We then plot the normalized ranking for every VIPER signature computed with a
specific combination of gene regulatory network computation, reference and signature distribution
model (Figure 4). Normalized rankings that are correctly either at the top or bottom of a signature
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are green, while incorrect rankings are red. For this analysis we choose CBFB and RUNX1 in
inv(16), MECOM in inv(3), SPI1, RUNX1 and RUNX1T1 in t(8;21), MLLT3 and KMT2A in
t(9;11) and STAT5A in FLT3-ITD.

Figure 4: Ranked activity for known master regulators in specific AML subtypes in VIPER
activity matrices. There exists no universal approach for computing VIPER activity of known
master regulators. Ranked activity for known master regulators in specific AML subtypes in
VIPER activity matrices computed on VST-normalized gene counts, 3 different gene regulatory
networks and 4 gene expression signature references suggest that there are no universal
combinations of parameters that can identify master regulators for all AML subtypes.

We find that there is not a single combination of ARACNe network, signature reference and
reference distribution model that is universal and discovers important transcription regulators in
all subtypes. It is therefore impossible to determine parameters that will be optimal for
unsupervised class discovery as each set of parameters brings a different solution. The approach
we will take to solve this unsupervised clustering problem is the ensemble learning approach.
Ensemble learning is a machine learning approach that trains multiple models to solve the same
problem. The individual learners are combined into a single model that is, in theory, more accurate
and generalizable than any single model39,40 (Figure 5).
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Figure 5: A common ensemble learning architecture

The ensemble learning literature has been well developed in the case of supervised learning, where
one trains a model knowing the ground truth. In the case of regression, multiple regression models
can be computed on the same data and the resulting coefficients can be averaged or weighted and
averaged as part of the consolidation step. In the case of a binary classifier, the probabilities of a
validation sample being in a class computed by all the different learners can also be averaged, or
some classifiers can be given a higher or lower weight or the weights can be assigned using a more
complex algorithm such as in boosting where the weights are proportional to the training error
rate41.

In our case of subtype discovery, which is an unsupervised clustering problem, we do have an
objective function based on the ground truth of a training sample. The problem of combining
different cluster solutions is more difficult than designing classifier or regressor ensembles.
Whereas in a regressor ensemble, one can simply average the model’s coefficients, in ensemble
clustering, one has to 1- solve a correspondence problem because the cluster labels are symbolic
with no other mathematical properties; 2- the number and shape of the clusters may vary based on
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the algorithm, parameters and sample set; and 3- the correct number of clusters is unknown42. In
addition, the clustering algorithms need to be as diverse as possible. Ensemble diversity is a
fundamental issue as the performance of an ensemble learner made up of identical learners would
see no performance improvement. The learners should be as little correlated as possible because
the error reduction is proportional to the correlation between the learners39.

Our approach is two-pronged: 1- we perform repeated clusterings with one of 15 sequences of
dimensionality reduction followed by clustering, each time changing the initial conditions (the
method for computing the VIPER activity matrix, the clustering hyperparameters and the sample
set); 2- we repeat the approach with a different sequence of dimensionality reduction followed by
clustering. Repeatedly clustering the same data set produces non-independent solutions. However,
by changing the initial conditions and combining the clustering solutions, we reach an average
consensus solution for the particular set of clustering algorithm. Combining cluster solutions from
different algorithms enables one to increase the reach of the clustering solution by using algorithms
that focus on different modalities in the data. The idea is that by combining different clustering
algorithms that are very diverse, we will reach a diversity of solutions that, when combined with
all the other clustering solutions, will reduce the bias of any single approach.

Therefore, we reduce the noise inherent in any single combination of VIPER inferred activity
computation by repeatedly perturbing the dataset and clustering it with one set of algorithms and
we reduce the bias inherent to any single clustering approach by integrating the solutions from a
diverse array of clustering algorithms (Figure 6A).
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We take the following approach to clustering: we transform the VIPER inferred activity matrix
into a lower dimensional representation using one of three algorithms: principal components
analysis (PCA)43, uniform manifold approximation and projection (UMAP)44 and potential of heatdiffusion for affinity-based trajectory embedding (PHATE), then we compute cluster solutions on
these lower dimensional representations. We do not cluster directly on the VIPER inferred activity
matrix because it is high dimensional which causes a problem known as the “curse of
dimensionality”, first described by Bellman45 whereby points in high dimension are located near
the edges of each dimension. As an illustrative example of the curse of dimensionality, the
following equation gives the median distance from the origin of a unit hypersphere to the nearest
point46:
1⁄
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With N, the population size (number of patients: 1080), and p the number of dimensions (number
of TFs: 2495) we obtain a median distance of 0.9971, which means that points in high dimensions
are closer to an edge than to each other46. This result suggests that points in high dimensions have
no meaningful distance and the data set should therefore be transformed into lower dimensional
projections.
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Figure 6: Ensemble clustering and feature selection pipelines (A) Ensemble clustering approach:
VIPER-inferred protein activity matrices are computed by several different approaches, using different
signature references (normal or ALL) and different gene expression networks. The VIPER matrices are then
subsampled without replacement 1000 times and clustered using 15 different approaches (all combinations
of three dimensionality reduction algorithms (UMAP, PCA or PHATE) with 5 clustering algorithms (PAM,
HC, Gaussian, Spectral and Leiden)), each time randomly varying the hyperparameters for the lower
dimensionality reduction and clustering algorithms. (B) Feature selection approach: t-test is computed on a
metaVIPER matrix between the cluster of interest and the rest of the data set. The process is repeated 100
times on subsamples without replacement. A prioritized list of features is populated, sorted by votes (the
number of times a feature is selected in each subsample) and the ties are broken by the weight values, the
inverse of the ranking of the features in each subsample. Feed-forward selection with a binary random forest
classifier is performed on the sorted list and significant features are selected based on a comparison with a
null model. The features are selected then used to predict cluster assignment for each patient.

Keeping with the goal of optimizing the diversity of methods we use three different dimensionality
reduction algorithms that each emphasize some aspect of the data. PCA is a linear transformation
to a new coordinate system (known as “principal components”) such that the new set of variables
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is a linear combination of the original data, are uncorrelated and point in the direction of maximum
variance. It is a relatively simple algorithm that was developed first by Karl Pearson in 190147.
PCA identifies the sources of variation in the data and can be used for denoising – removing the
principal components that are uninformative. In our ensemble clustering pipeline, we use PCA
both for reducing the data set into a more tractable input for clustering and for denoising. By
reducing the dimensionality from 2495 to 30, we reduce the median distance between any point
and the origin of a unit hypersphere of the same dimension from 0.9971 to 0.7827, which is a 27%
improvement. The next two algorithms are non-linear transformations of the data into 2
dimensions, which reduce the median distance to 0.0253, thereby completely eliminating the issue
of the curse of dimensionality.

UMAP is a manifold learning technique that computes local manifold approximations on the data,
constructs a local fuzzy simplicial set representation and connects it into a topological
representation of the high dimensional data. The embedding is found by searching for a low
dimensional projection of the data that has the closest possible equivalent to the fuzzy simplicial
set representation by minimizing the cross-entropy between the two topological representations.

PHATE is a complex, multi-step algorithm based on information geometry, manifold learning and
diffusion geometry. The algorithm goes in three major steps: 1- encode local data information via
local similarities; 2- encode global relationships in data using the potential distance based on
diffusion maps; 3- embed the potential distance information into low dimensions. This algorithm
preserves local and global distances and is well suited for biological data.
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Once the data is transformed into a lower dimensional embedding, it is clustered using one of five
diverse algorithms, each leveraging different and partially overlapping signals: 1- partitioning
around medoids (PAM) which is based on the nearest neighbors computed by the median
Euclidean or Manhattan distance; 2- hierarchical clustering (HC) which is an agglomerative
algorithm that builds a tree connecting each sample according to their pairwise distance and
linkage procedure; 3- Gaussian mixture modeling which fits Gaussian distributions on the data by
an expectation-maximization algorithm48; 4- spectral clustering49 which is a graph-based algorithm
that identifies k-clusters based on eigenvectors of a Laplacian matrix. It is in a way equivalent to
PAM, but without the assumption of spherical clusters; 5- Leiden50 which is also a graph-based
algorithm that identifies clusters by community detection or by partitioning a graph based on the
modularity of the edges.

Others42,51 have proposed using a similar approach of combining cluster solutions from multiple
algorithms in order to achieve a more robust solution than would be possible with a single run of
a clustering algorithm. The problem of choosing an optimal clustering solution and to maintain
consistency across the solutions can be solved using an information theoretic framework whereby
the mutual information between the cluster solutions is maximized. Such an approach requires an
exhaustive search of all the combinations of cluster labels to only keep the solution with the
maximum average normalized mutual information, which is impractical for our case with 1080
samples as the total number of cluster solutions with 9 partitions is42:
9
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which is an extremely large number in the order of 101031.
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Several heuristics have been proposed to work around this downside. One of them, the clusterbased similarity partitioning algorithm (CSPA)42 is the one we adopted, with some modifications.
In CSPA, cluster solutions are combined into a square connectivity matrix which lists the number
of times each possible pair of samples appeared in the same cluster. This connectivity matrix is
then normalized by the diagonal such that the maximum value is 1 and is along the diagonal,
resulting in an adjacency matrix. This adjacency matrix is then transformed into a distance matrix
by subtracting 1 to it, and finally it is clustered and this final clustering solution represents the
ensemble clustering solution.

We modify this approach in the following way: we compute the CSPA for each clustering sequence
(each combination of dimensionality reduction and clustering). We obtain 15 ensemble cluster
solutions. We then eliminate outlier solutions in order to increase the robustness of the final
ensemble solution. Outliers are selected as the sample pairs that appear in fewer than 4 clustering
sequences. 4 was selected as a threshold because it maximized the silhouette score, a measure of
cluster consistency, of the final solution, while keeping the number of clusters as low as possible
(Figure 7).
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Figure 7: Removing outlier cluster solutions. We set a threshold at 4 (the number of times a connection
between 2 patients appears in all the 15 clustering sequence ensembles) in order to keep the number of
clusters low and the silhouette score high.

A similar approach is taken by the developers of consensus clustering, a popular ensemble
clustering approach that is widely used in biological research52. The downside of consensus
clustering is that it is designed for a single clustering algorithm. Also, its purpose is different from
ours: it is normally used to identify the optimal number of clusters in a data set and to compute
some metrics of robustness of the cluster solutions. In our case, we have some independent ways
to assess the quality of a cluster solution. Because our ultimate goal is to obtain clusters with the
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highest survival difference between the best groups and the worst groups, we can use survival as
a metric for the quality of a cluster solution.

Figure 8: Survival difference (overall survival of best survival group – overall survival of worst
survival group) from each dimensionality reduction and clustering algorithm. We find no strong
outlier among the algorithms tested.

We compare the performance of each algorithm by measuring the difference in overall survival
among the best survivor cluster and the worst survivor cluster in each cluster solution computed
by each dimensionality reduction algorithm and clustering algorithm. We find that the overall
survival difference is consistent across all techniques, although there is a statistically significant
difference between PCA and PHATE / UMAP by t-test (p-value < 2.2x10-16). The mean survival
difference for PCA is 0.4000, for UMAP: 0.4331 and for PHATE: 0.4547. Comparing the
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clustering algorithms, the p-values by t-test for all the comparisons are likewise all statistically
significant (p-value < 2.2x10-16) and the mean survival differences were: 0.4432 for hierarchical
clustering, 0.4199 for pam, 0.4002 for Gaussian mixture modeling, 0.4390 for spectral and 0.4178
for Leiden, with no clear outlier. This result suggests that every approach yields a similar range of
solutions, and no approach is clearly superior. Therefore, we do not adopt an optimization metric
to select the best clustering solution. Instead, we combine all the clustering solutions into a single
ensemble model.

We next compare the clustering sequences by the Rand index to determine whether all clustering
sequences are equivalent and whether there are clear outliers (Figure 9).
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Figure 9: Comparison of cluster solution from each sequence of dimensionality reduction and
clustering algorithm by Rand score. A score of 1 indicates two identical cluster solutions, while a score
of 0 would indicate two maximally divergent cluster solutions.

We find that hierarchical clustering yields the most different clustering solutions from the rest of
the methods. This is due, in part to the fact that we randomly vary the linkage parameter as part of
the repeated clustering step with perturbations, which causes drastic changes in the composition
of the clusters. There are 7 linkage algorithms that are implemented in the hclust R package that
we used: Ward, Mcquitty, average, centroid, single, complete and median. Each linkage will lead
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to a vastly different cluster solution. Hierarchical clustering is, therefore a more unstable, less
robust clustering algorithm.

As discussed above, we removed patient-to-patient connections that appeared 4 or fewer times
across 15 ensemble clustering solutions in order to optimize the maximum silhouette score and
minimize the number of clusters. This resulted in an 11-cluster solution. 2 of the clusters in the 11cluster solution were merged because they did not statistically differ in their co-segregation of
known AML clinical subtypes. We merged clusters 4 and 5, as well as clusters 9 and 10.
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Figure 10: 11-cluster solution costratification with AML subtypes and differential survival (A)
Costratification of AML subtypes with VIPER cluster in the 11-cluster solution. We merge clusters 4 and
5, and 9 and 10 because they cosegregate with the same AML subtypes. (B) They also do not have
statistically significant survival difference.

We discuss the resulting 9-cluster solution in the next chapter.
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Feature selection
The last step in the algorithm is feature selection (Figure 6B). We identify transcription regulator
features that are predictive of each of the 9 subtypes by a feed-forward feature selection. First a
feature set is identified in a training set by t-test on a metaVIPER signature. metaVIPER is an
algorithm that combines networks into an integrated VIPER matrix. The networks are selected
such that the distribution describing the inferred activity of a regulator is widest53. We modified
the metaVIPER algorithm in order to integrate it into a resampling framework (see appendix A).

For feature selection, we need to carefully choose a reference group for computing the differential
TF activity matrix. Unlike clustering, where we can use as many different references as possible
because we are interested in how similar the patients are in different contexts (compared to
different references), in the case of feature selection, we are interested in identifying informative
transcription regulators for a particular biological process. We chose the hematopoietic stem cell
reference (HSC) to compute the metaVIPER activity matrix. This reference will prioritize
transcription regulators that are involved in leukemic cell differentiation and proliferation, while
subtracting out the transcription regulators that are present in normal stem cell biology. Other
references such as normal bone marrow or myeloid would have prioritized general cancer
transcription regulators. The pediatric ALL reference may have subtracted out the activity of
important regulators that may be common across acute leukemias and important in AML.

We use a Monte-Carlo cross validation approach: subsample 75% of the training set without
replacement, compute a metaVIPER signature, then compare the samples that are part of the cluster
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vs the samples that are outside of the cluster by a t-test. Rank the features by p-value and assign a
weight to each feature that is the inverse of the rank (the first feature out of 50 would receive a
weight of 50, the second feature, 49, and so on). We repeat this process 100 times, adding the
weights each time. At the end, we sort the features by votes (the number of times a feature appeared
in the top 50) and we break the ties by the weights. Finally, we use this ranked list to identify the
minimum set of top transcription regulators that are necessary for classifying a cluster by feed
forward feature selection. We select the top feature, compute the classifier’s area under the
receiver-operator characteristic curve (AUROC), which is a measure for the accuracy of a binary
classifier, then we select the top two features, compute the AUROC again, and so on until we have
computed the AUROC for the top 25 features. We repeat the same process with a null model in
which we shuffle the samples, in this case the AUROC will be closer to 0.5. Finally, we compute
the AUROC on a feature selection control in which we use random sets of regulators of the same
sizes as the top features selected at each iteration. In this case the AUROC will normally increase
monotonically until reaching a plateau. We define the stopping point where we find maximal
separation between the test AUROC and the null model and where the test AUROC is outside the
95% confidence interval of the feature selection control.

This concludes the overview for the approach at identifying a novel stratification scheme for
pediatric AML based on VIPER-inferred protein activity and ensemble clustering.
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Chapter 2: Risk-stratification of pediatric AML patients by a
systems biology and machine learning approach

Introduction
Pediatric acute myeloid leukemia (AML) is a rare, heterogeneous group of disorders that is
characterized by an infiltration of the bone marrow, blood and other tissues by proliferative and
abnormally differentiated cells from the hematopoietic stem cell system1. Before the advent of
chemotherapy in the 1960s and 1970s2, AML was not curable3. Since then, huge strides have been
made in the treatment of AML and we have now reached an overall survival of around 70% in rich
countries1. This improvement in survival has been driven, in part, by the development of risk
stratification schemes for patients based on molecular biomarkers and initial response to therapy1.
Risk stratification of patients enables treatment to be risk-adapted in order to avoid overtreatment
in children with favorable risk and improved outcomes in children with adverse risk1. Therefore,
improving survival in AML relies in part on developing better risk stratification schemes, such
that patients who would succumb to the disease are not classified as low-risk or intermediate-risk4.
Currently, pediatric AML patients are stratified at the time of diagnosis into one of three risk strata
which are determined according to a set of molecular features that are associated with favorable
or poor prognosis. For example, inv(16) and CEBPA mutation are two favorable prognostic
markers, while FLT3-ITD with an allelic ratio above 0.1% and no concurrent cytological
aberrations and monosomy 7 are poor prognostic markers. Some patients do not have a conclusive
set of biomarkers or have cryptic gene fusions borne by chromosomal rearrangements and are
therefore classified as intermediate-risk. Some issues with these prognostic markers are: 1- except
in some cases, they do not provide mechanistic information or targeted therapy options; and, 239

patients who harbor no informative prognostic markers are classified in an intermediate risk group
which does not help define a treatment course.

In order to address this issue, we introduce a novel and complementary patient stratification
scheme based on methods from systems biology, machine-learning and statistics that identify
patterns of transcription factor activation (TF) and deactivation from gene expression data, using
TF activity to optimize patient risk stratification.

AML is thought to arise from at least two classes of genetic events: 1- activating mutations in
signal transduction pathways such as FLT3, KIT, N-RAS, K-RAS, PTPN11, which result in
increased and uncontrolled proliferation or survival of the leukemic cell; 2- genetic aberrations,
such as chromosomal fusions, in hematopoietic TFs,13,16 such as t(8;21)(q22;q22) giving rise to
the fusion TF RUNX1-RUNX1T1, or mutations in NPM1. Understanding the implications of these
mutations and chromosomal aberrations at a systems biology level can help us understand the
biology of different AML subtypes as well as identify potential therapeutic targets. Further,
defining subtypes on the activity of important TFs or signaling pathways may be more relevant
than focusing on the upstream genomic events as several different mutations and chromosomal
aberrations may converge into the same phenotype30.

By using the Algorithm for the Reconstruction of Accurate Cellular Networks (ARACNe)33 and
Virtual Inference of Protein-activity by Enriched Regulon analysis (VIPER)29 algorithms and gene
expression data from a large cohort of pediatric AML patients, we reverse-engineered the gene
regulatory networks of pediatric AML and inferred TF activities within AML patients,
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respectively. We used patterns of differential TF activity to stratify patients by combining several
different clustering approaches by ensemble clustering.

We identify 9 clusters with statistically significant survival differences and a range in overall
survival (84% to 41%) similar to that found with molecular markers identified in the Children’s
Oncology Group’s (COG) latest clinical study, AAML1031, and supplemented with minimal
residual disease (MRD) information to classify the ambiguous intermediate-risk group (82% to
44%). We find that known AML subtypes co-segregate with the VIPER-based clusters, but with
some intermixing. For example, 77% of inv(16) patients co-segregate with cluster 2, 15% cosegregate with cluster 7 (which is majority t(8;21)) and the rest of the inv(16) co-segregate in
clusters 3, 4, 5 and 8. We identify TF activity programs that are shared among patients within the
same cluster which can be used to further stratify AML subtypes into risk groups. We also find
that AML subtypes that cosegregate in different clusters have more similar TF programs to the
other samples in the same clusters, than to the same of the same subtype in other clusters, and
identify a high-risk subtype of FLT3-ITD with no other cytogenetic aberrations, distinct from a
lower risk FLT3-ITD with no other cytogenetic aberrations segregating in another cluster. Finally,
we merge the clusters into two groups – a high-risk and low-risk group, and identify predictive
features. We identify a block of HOXA transcription regulators (HOXA3, HOXA4, HOXA5,
HOXA6, HOXA7, HOXA9 and HOXA10) whose activities are highly predictive of high-risk.

Because we use a different approach from the traditional molecular markers to identify risk in
pediatric AML, our novel stratification model can be seen as complementary as it provides
information on TF activity which is not captured by cytogenetic information. Additionally, this
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approach focuses on the inferred activity of transcription regulators, and potentially master
regulators, which could potentially inform us on mechanisms driving the progression of the AML
subtypes we identify, along with potential drug targets.

Materials and Methods
Pediatric Leukemia Datasets
In order to infer differential protein activity in pediatric AML patients, we collected RNA
sequencing data from different AML data sets to use as training and test sets as well as samples
from ALL and normal bone marrow to use as references for computing gene expression signatures.
We obtained RNA sequencing data from a novel pediatric AML cohort from the AAML1031
clinical trial consisting of primary tumor samples taken from the bone marrow (n=959; 89%) and
peripheral blood (n=121, 11%). We found no significant differential expression between
peripheral blood samples and bone marrow samples, nor any batch effect. The patients’ ages
ranged from 0 to 30 years old and the distribution of their cytogenetic abnormalities roughly follow
the distribution of what would be expected in the general population of pediatric AML patients
(Table 4). This data set was used as a training set. As test sets, we used RNA sequencing samples
from the St-Jude’s Children’s Research Hospital (n=249 AML; n=536 ALL) and publicly available
TARGET data (dbGaP: phs000465) (n=417 AML; n=577 ALL). We also obtained microarray
expression data from TARGET (n= 265 AML) and from Erasmus MC (n= 237 AML). The test
data sets were not exactly comparable to the AAML1031 cohort: the TARGET data set was
enriched in high-risk and relapsed patient samples, the St-Jude’s cohort was enriched in CBFAML and AMKL and the Erasmus MC data set was a microarray data set.
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Alive
(n=704)
t(6;9)
t(8;21)
t(3;5)(q25;q34)
t(6;11)(q27;q23)
t(9;11)
t(10;11)(p11.2;q23)
t(11:19)(q23:p13.1)
inv(16)
del5q
del7q
del9q
Monosomy 7
Trisomy 8
Trisomy 21
Minus X
Minus Y
MLL
NPM mutation
CEBPA mutation
FLT3-ITD
mutation
WT1 mutation
MRD 1
MRD 2
Age < 5y
Age 5-10y
Age 11-15y
Age 15-20y
Age 20-25y
Age 25-30y
Male
Female

Dead
(n=373)
16
117
2
8
52
10
20
89
3
30
33
10
69
12
27
36
128
85
56

1
27
2
15
40
15
16
14
7
11
26
9
50
9
2
12
115
16
7

122
26
138
49
207
138
164
165
22
8
357
347

72
28
151
60
131
66
89
76
11
0
194
179

Table 4: Clinical features for AAML1031 cohort
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We used external data sets as references for computing the differential protein activity signatures.
As references, we used an assortment of pediatric acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL) and
different types of normal cells. The normal samples used as reference were labeled “MYELOID”
(GSE107011), “PBMC” or “BMMC” from GSE107011, GSE115262, GSE87290 and GSE51984,
or “HSC” (GSE48173). A fourth reference, pediatric B- and T-ALL, came from TARGET and StJude’s cohorts.

Data pre-processing
All the RNA sequencing samples were mapped using the splice site-aware mapper STAR
(v2.5.4b). The raw FASTQ files were run directly onto STAR without preprocessing. We used the
default settings in STAR and mapped the FASTQ files to the GRCh38 human genome reference
on an HPC cluster. We normalized the raw counts matrix quantified by STAR using the
varianceStabilizingTransformation (VST) function in DeSEQ236 (v.1.28.1) in R (v4.0.2). The test
samples (AML from St-Jude’s and TARGET) were left out of the VST normalization as the
transformation borrows information across samples. The test samples were added to a separate
normalization for testing.

Data set integration
We integrated the data sets from different cohorts by applying a linear regression-based batch
correction, using the function removeBatchEffect from the package Limma (v.3.44.3). Taking
advantage of the fact that approximately 75% of the samples were sequenced using a stranded
protocol and 25% unstranded, we regressed-out strandedness as a nuisance covariate. The batch
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correction resulted in well-defined clusters in PCA and UMAP space for each disease subtype and
a random distribution of samples according to the strandedness of the experiment (Figure 11).
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Figure 11: Data integration by batch correcting strandedness. We integrated the data sets
by batch correcting on the strandedness of each experiment. The integrated data reveals clear
clusters for AML, B-ALL, T-ALL and normal cells. ALL and AML samples from the St-Jude’s
cohort are properly separated.
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Protein activity inference
Protein, activity inference was computed using the 2-step ARACNe-VIPER pipeline30. The first
step consists of reverse-engineering a gene regulatory network by computing the mutual
information on the normalized gene expression data, followed by the data processing inequality
(DPI) correction to remove indirect interactions33. To this end, we used the ARACNe-AP34
implementation and we computed regulons for 1851 transcription factors (TF) and 671 cotranscription factors (coTF). The second step consists of inferring protein activity by computing
the enrichment in expression of regulator targets in a sample-specific differential gene expression
signature, using the VIPER algorithm29 (v.1.22.0). We computed several gene expression
signatures which we later integrated by ensemble learning. We used Z-score signature (in which
the reference expression data is normalized and the test expression values are transformed into Zscores relative to the normalized reference) and a t-test signature. We used as references normal
and malignant gene expression profiles (Figure 4). The resulting VIPER matrix contained the
inferred differential protein activities, for each of the TF and coTFs, between AML and the
reference set for each patient. We performed all downstream clustering and predictions on VIPERtransformed data sets.

Differential protein activity
VIPER protein activity inference is a relative measure of differential activity between a
background (reference) activity level and an experimental state. Because it is a relative
measurement, the reference used in the computation has a critical impact on the identity and
rankings of the top master regulators (MRs), a group of TFs that are necessary and sufficient to
maintain a tumor state (Figure 4). For this reason, we took an ensemble learning approach to
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identify novel clusters. We computed signatures against the following references: pediatric ALL,
normal myeloid, normal bone marrow and peripheral blood (BMMC/PBMC), and normal human
stem cells (HSC). By combining signatures computed using different references, we were able to
capture unique aspects of tumor biology that would have been lost by using a single signature. For
example, using the ALL reference, we captured processes that distinguish AML from other
leukemias, while the HSC reference captured processes that distinguish normal proliferation from
malignant hematopoietic proliferation.

In order to account for the heterogeneity of the data set, we computed gene regulatory networks
on different subsets of the data such as: 1) using the full set of samples; 2) computing a rough
cluster solution based on gene expression and using equal numbers of samples from each cluster;
3) using samples that are >87% blasts (75th percentile). Each network yielded different VIPER
protein activity results. We tested the ability of each ARACNe/signature reference combination to
rediscover known master regulators in specific AML clusters. We found variable performance of
ARACNe network / signature references for identifying known master regulators across the AML
clusters which we measured by the ranking of known top MRs unique to certain AML subtypes.
Known MRs should rank close to the 1st rank among the aberrantly activated proteins within the
specific subtype, however no combination of gene regulatory network and signature reference was
superior at identifying top MRs. However, when combining the solutions from all the combined
networks and references, we were able to cover the full spectrum of known AML subtypes (Figure
4).
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Ensemble Clustering
In order to identify novel pediatric AML clusters by differential inferred protein activity, we
clustered the AAML1031 AML cohort gene expression data set (n=1080) using an ensemble
clustering approach. In short, we computed 24 VIPER matrices by using 4 different signature
references (HSC, myeloid, BM/PB, ALL), 2 signature generation algorithms (z-score and t-test)
and 3 gene regulatory networks (computed on all samples, on equal number of samples from each
of 6 clusters in a rough cluster solution, on patients with high % blasts). We then transformed these
high-dimensional matrices into one of three types of lower dimension embeddings: principal
components analysis (PCA)54, uniform manifold approximation and projection (UMAP)55 and
potential of heat diffusion for affinity-based transition embedding (PHATE)56. At each iteration,
we subsampled 80% of the sample set without replacement, and randomly varied the
hyperparameters within an appropriate range for the dataset. We then repeatedly clustered on each
of the lower dimension embeddings by randomly varying the hyperparameters within appropriate
ranges. We used the following clustering algorithms: partitioning around medoids (PAM),
hierarchical clustering (HC), Gaussian mixture modeling, spectral clustering and Leiden
community detection. We aimed for diverse clustering and dimensionality reduction algorithm sets
to combine into our ensemble clustering approach, as the more diverse the methodologies, the
better the ensemble learner (Figure 6A).

Consensus clustering
We adopted a similarity partitioning algorithm to integrate all the cluster solutions. Specifically,
we assembled a connectivity matrix in which the ith and jth elements correspond to the number of
times samples i and j are found in the same cluster. The matrix was normalized by the number of
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times the patients appeared in the same subsample which resulted in an adjacency matrix that could
be transformed into a distance matrix by normalizing by the diagonal and subtracting 1 to each
value52. Finally, we clustered this adjacency matrix by partitioning around medoids (PAM) and
identified the optimal number of clusters by computing the average silhouette width, a measure of
cluster consistency, for each clustering solution between 2 and 50. We found that the optimal
clustering solution with the highest average silhouette score width was 11 clusters. We integrated
approximately 750,000 cluster solutions computed as described above. In order to preserve
stability in the solution space57, we integrated the cluster solutions from each individual sequence
of dimensionality reduction and clustering algorithms which resulted in 15 consensus clustering
solutions. These cluster solutions were then integrated by rejecting outlier connections. We
rejected connections that appeared fewer than 4 times out of 15 (27%) in order to optimize the
average silhouette width of the cluster solution and minimize the number of clusters (Figure 7).
Out of the 11 clusters, 2 groups of 2 clusters were almost identical in the cosegregation of clinical
features and had no significant survival difference. They were therefore merged into single
clusters, resulting in a final clustering solution of 9 clusters.

Feature Selection
In order to identify the minimum set of proteins necessary to predict a patient belonging to each
cluster, we developed binary classifiers using a forward selection approach on a metaVIPERtransformed VIPER protein activity matrix (Figure 6B). metaVIPER53 is an algorithm that
integrates several gene regulatory networks into a single VIPER inference, selecting the best
regulon for each protein based on the width of the NES distribution for each regulon.
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We first split the data into a training and test set (75%/25%, respectively), then identified the most
predictive differential transcription regulator protein activities between each cluster and the rest of
the data set by repeated t-tests on subsamples of the data (75%) without replacement within the
training set. We prioritized the list of predictors by ranking them by their “votes” (the number of
times they appeared in the top 50) and breaking any ties by the protein’s “weight” value (the sum
of rankings in reverse order for each feature). We then applied a feed-forward selection
classification approach in which the top features were added one-by-one to a random forest model,
computing the area under the receiver-operator characteristic curve (AUROC) for the binary
classifier at each iteration. We compared the AUROC to a feature selection control in which we
attempted the same classification with a random set of proteins of the same size as the test and to
a null model where we attempted the classification with shuffled samples. We applied a stopping
rule when we achieved a maximum separation between the test AUROC and the null model
AUROC, while keeping the test AUROC outside the range of the feature selection control (p-value
< 0.05 on the normally distributed negative control AUROCs). In general, an average of about four
features were sufficient for classifying each cluster with AUROCs ranging between 0.88 to 0.96.
For the binary classifier, we followed the same procedure as above, but instead of classifying
patients from a particular cluster against patients from all other clusters, we classified patients from
the high-risk group vs low-risk group, which were derived by merging clusters with the highest
survival into a low-risk group and the clusters with lowest survival into the high-risk group. The
clusters with intermediate survival were merged with their closest neighbor in UMAP space
computed on the subset of all the cluster-predictive features.
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Results
Patient clustering
We identified 9 clusters with statistically significant survival differences (P<0.0001 by Cox
regression) by using the VIPER algorithm to infer protein activity in primary diagnostic AML
samples from pediatric patients. We adopted an ensemble clustering approach and varied the
features (proteins), samples and clustering algorithms (Figure 2A). This unsupervised ensemble
clustering approach, independent of known pediatric AML prognostic molecular features currently
used clinically for risk-stratification, identified groups of patients with overall survival ranging
from 84% (cluster 2) to 41% (cluster 6), which is comparable to the overall survival obtained by
stratifying patients by currently known molecular features. The VIPER clusters naturally fall into
three groups that can be classified as low, intermediate, and high-risk groups. Clusters 2 and 7 are
low-risk with an average overall survival of 80%; clusters 1, 5 and 9 are intermediate risk with an
average overall survival of 67%; and clusters 3, 4, 6, and 8 are high-risk with an average overall
survival of 49%. These are comparable to the latest risk stratification by cytogenetic (AAML1831),
which take into account gene fusions, mutations and minimal residual disease (MRD) status. In
that risk stratification scheme, the highest risk group has an overall survival of 44% and the lowest
risk group has an overall survival of 82%. Using the protein activity-based risk stratification, half
of the patients (50.6%) were classified as high risk, while the remainder were evenly divided
among the low and intermediate risk groups (24.1% and 25.4%, respectively). This 9-cluster
solution defines 9 subtypes of AML by their aberrant activation of master regulator proteins
(Figure 12).
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Figure 12: Costratification of pediatric AML patients from the 9-cluster solution derived from the
VIPER-TF activity clusters. (A) Kaplan-Meier curves of differential survival by cluster. Clusters 2 and
7, which are mostly composed of CBF-AML, have highest long-term overall survival (84%), while cluster
6, which is associated with several risk factors such as NUP98-NSD1, WT1 mutation and FLT3-ITD
positive has the lowest long-term overall survival (41%). (B) UMAP projection computed on the top
predictive transcription regulator activity features. (C) Top predictive transcription regulator features. Red:
differentially activated, blue: differentially inactivated.

Co-segregation of cytogenetic features with novel clusters
We subsequently identified clinically relevant molecular features that segregated with the 9
VIPER-based clusters in a statistically significant manner (p-values < 0.01 by χ2), demonstrating
enrichment of known clinical and molecular subtypes of pediatric AML within our novel clusters.
For example, the known favorable prognostic markers, inv(16) and t(8;21), segregate almost
exclusively within clusters 2 and 7, respectively (Figure 13). We similarly identified clusters
associated with single mutations, such as FLT3-ITD in clusters 1, 3 and 6 (p-value: 8.85x10-57).
CEBPA mutation is enriched in cluster 9 (p-value: 2.59x10-79). We confirmed enrichment of
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mixed-lineage leukemia (MLL) patients in cluster 4 (p-value: 5.02x10-88) and co-enrichment in the
chromosomal rearrangement t(9;11) (p-value: 1.97x10-34), along with KMT2A-MLLT10 (p-value:
3.41x10-34) and KMT2A-MLLT1 (p-value: 8.15x10-10) fusions. Every cluster includes specific
combinations of AML subtypes that are purportedly driven by a similar master regulator activity
program. These combinations of AML subtypes, along with the inferred protein activity programs
help further stratify AML patients. For example, t(8;21) accompanied by del(X) and an inferred
MR activity program consistent with cluster 7 (high activity in FOXL1, LHX6, POU4F1,
GTF2IRD1, SOX15, MYRF and low activity in MEIS1) have better survival than patients with
t(8;21) alone in this data set. Cluster 8, one of the worst clusters in terms of survival, is enriched
in acute megakaryoblastic leukemia (AMKL) and some unfavorable prognosis fusion gene
markers such as CBFA2T3-GLIS2 and NUP98-KDM5A and have the common MR activity
program of PLAG1 and FOXD3 which increase proliferation, and negative activity in RUNX2
and HESX1 (cell proliferation and pluripotency of stem cells). Which may point to a specific
mechanism where one proliferation pathway is shut down while another one is turned on.
Interestingly, patients with myeloid sarcoma at diagnosis, a solid tumor growth, are enriched in
cluster 8. (Figure 14).
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Figure 13: Co-segregation of known cytogenetic prognostic markers with the VIPER clusters
identified by ensemble clustering. Each band corresponds to a patient belonging to one of 9 clusters and
bearing the cytogenetic alteration associated with its row. Pink and red bars are distributed across the
clusters in a non-random fashion by χ2 (p<0.01), while black bars are randomly distributed. Red bars
identify patients with cytogenetic features that are significantly enriched in a cluster (at least 3-fold
enrichment). The barplot on the left corresponds to the -log10 of the χ2 p-values. Several known AML
subtypes are cosegregate within the clusters identified by master regulator analysis (inv(16), t(8;21), MLL,
FLT3-ITD and CEBPA mutation). We find clusters containing a mix of AML subtypes such as t(8;21),
del(X), del(Y) in cluster 7.
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Figure 14: AML subtype enrichment within each cluster. Enrichment is computed by dividing the ratios
of each clinical feature appearing in a cluster by the ratio that would be expected by chance.

Cluster validation in external data sets
To test whether the features identified by this analysis are generalizable, we test their ability to
discover similar clusters in external test data sets. Using the predictive features for each cluster,
we identify the clusters in three external data sets from: the TARGET initiative, Eramus MC
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Children’s Hospital and St-Jude’s Research Hospital. We find a similar pattern of clinical feature
cosegregation with the clusters (e.g. most inv(16) patients are in cluster 2 in both data sets) (Figure
15Figure 15 A). The St-Jude’s cohort did not have enough cytological information to test for
cosegregation of clusters and AML subtypes. We find a similar ordering of survival in the external
data sets with clusters 2 and 7 with the top survival probabilities and clusters 6 at the bottom
(Figure 15 B). The slight discrepancies between overall survivals across data sets is caused by
different biases in the make-up of each data set. The TARGET cohort, for example, is enriched in
relapsed patients with high-risk AML, and the St-Jude’s cohort is enriched in AMKL and CBF
AML patients.

Figure 15: Ensemble cluster solution validation in external data sets. (A) Cosegregation of clinical
features in external data sets TARGET and Erasmus MC. (B) Kaplan-Meier survival plots in external data
sets.
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Clustering by gene expression
We used a similar ensemble clustering approach to cluster patients by gene expression only. We
identify 11 clusters that also co-segregate AML subtypes (Figure 16). We also find a large survival
difference between the worst survival cluster (cluster 1, 21%) and the best survival cluster (cluster
5, 86%) (Figure 17A). However, we find that the features identified within each cluster do not
generalize well. The feed-forward selection model for predicting cluster belonging barely does
better than the feature selection negative control (Figure 17B). This lends support to the idea that
clustering by inferred TF activity uncovers real structure in the data that corresponds to different
biochemical mechanisms for each novel AML subtype.
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Figure 16: AML subtype co-segregation with clusters identified by gene expression. The clusters
identified by clustering on the gene expression data resemble those identified by clustering the patients by
their inferred TF activities.
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Figure 17: Pediatric AML patient stratification by gene expression. (A) We find a wide variation in
overall survival from the best survival cluster to the worst survival cluster – 86% to 21% long term survival
probability. (B) However, the genes identified by feed-forward selection are not generalizable and, for
example, the model predicting cluster 2 does not do better than the feature selection control. We observe
the same pattern for every cluster.

Substratification of FLT3-ITD within clusters
FLT3-ITD positive patients stratify in a statistically significant manner in 3 clusters: clusters 1, 3
and 6. These patients who carry an additional cytogenetic aberration such as WT1 or NPM1
mutation, or NSD1 gene fusion, do not have survival difference that is cluster-dependent.
However, patients with no other cytogenetic aberrations except for FLT3-ITD, stratify in clusters
1, 3 and 6 with statistically significant survival. Cluster 3 has the lowest survival, while FLT3-ITD
patients stratifying with clusters 1 and 6 have better survival. We identify a VIPER signature that
defines risk in FLT3-ITD patients with no other cytogenetic abnormalities, with TFs responsible
for hematopoiesis (CREB5, MEF2C), chromatin reorganization (CHD3), stem cell pluripotency
(ESRRB) or general oncogenic genes (ETV4). Two of these are associated with FLT3-ITD,
CREB5B is associated with poor prognosis58 and phosphorylated MEF2C is associated with
chemotherapy resistance in AML59. The low-risk group is associated with TFs involved in
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immunity and lymphopoiesis (TCF3), tumor suppressors (LHX6, which is also a marker for the
low-risk cluster 7) and STAT5, which is known to be activated by FLT3-ITD (Figure 18).
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Figure 18: Stratification of AML subtype FLT3-ITD. (A) FLT3-ITD co-occurring with other
cytogenetic abnormalities as NPM1 or WT1 mutations or NUP98-NSD1 gene fusion have similar
survival across clusters (B) FLT3-ITD without other cytogenetic abnormalities stratifies into three
clusters, but two statistically significant survival groups. VIPER identifies features that can stratify FLT3ITD, with no other cytogenetic abnormalities, into a high risk and low risk group. We verify this result in
external test sets (TARGET and Erasmus MC).
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Binary risk-stratification
We created a binary risk group classifier by merging clusters with similar risks and overall
survival. We merged clusters 2 and 7 into a low-risk cluster and clusters 3, 4, 6 and 8 into a highrisk cluster. Clusters 1, 5 and 9 had intermediate risk with an overall survival of 67%. In order to
assign patients from the clusters 1, 5 and 9, with intermediate survival, into either the high-risk or
low-risk clusters, we co-clustered these samples on the high-risk and low-risk predictive features
identified in clusters 2, 7, 3, 4, 6 and 8 and found that cluster 1 co-clustered with the high-risk
cluster while clusters 5 and 9 co-clustered with the low-risk cluster (Figure 19).

Figure 19: Feed-forward feature selection for binary classifier. (A) 8 protein activity features are
sufficient for classifying high risk with a high accuracy (AUROC=0.975) and (B) 3 protein activity features
are sufficient for classifying low risk with a high accuracy (AUROC=0.977). Test AUROC is compared to
the classification AUROC from two models: a null model in which the samples are shuffled and a feature
selection control model in which random features are selected. The stopping point is determined where the
difference between the test and null AUROCs is maximal and the test AUROC is outside the confidence
interval of the feature selection control.
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Feature selection for binary risk predictor
We identified features that are predictive of high or low risk groups, as defined above by the
binary classification feature selection method. We obtained an area under the receiver-operator
characteristic curve (AUROC) of 0.97 for a binary random forest classifier (
Figure 20A). We identify 7 master regulators whose protein activity is sufficient to distinguish
the two groups: ZNF608, RCBTB1, SOX15, HOXA5, HOXA10, HOXA6 and HOXA9. A larger
number of HOXA genes are driving the high-risk phenotype although only the top 4 are
sufficient for accurate classification (
Figure 20B). We confirm the prediction in external test sets from TARGET, St-Jude’s Research
Hospital and Erasmus MC’s pediatric AML data sets (
Figure 20C). We find a similar enrichment of HOXA master regulator activity in a leukemic stem
cell (LSC) signature computed from an enriched fraction (Figure 21). This suggests that high-risk
leukemia may be driven, in part, by a more dominant LSC fraction.
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Figure 20: Defining a binary classifier. (A) By co-clustering of intermediate risk groups on high-risk and
low-risk features, we identify cluster 1 as high-risk and clusters 5 and 9 as low risk. (B) There is a significant
overall survival difference between the high risk group and low risk (P < 0.0001). (C) We validate the two
risk groups based on aberrant MR activity with statistically significant survival difference on four external
data sets: two RNA sequencing cohorts (TARGET and St-Jude’s) and two microarray cohorts (TARGET
and Erasmus MC).
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Figure 21: LSC VIPER Signature. (A) Most of the features that are predictive for the 9 clusters also help
classify LSC fractions (B) HOXA master regulator block has high activity in cell fractions rich in leukemic
stem cells (LSC) and low activity in cell fractions poor in LSC.

Co-stratification of subtypes and clusters
Using the binary risk stratification based on the 7-master regulator protein signature, we found that
we could further sub-stratify patients in certain unique known AML subtypes. For example,
patients who are positive for FLT3-ITD, generally an unfavorable prognostic marker, are present
in both the low-risk group (n=38, 20%) and the high-risk group (n=156, 80%). FLT3-ITD positive
patients in the high-risk group exhibit much higher HOXA5, HOXA6, HOXA9 and HOXA10
(HOXA master regulator block) activity than the FLT3-ITD positive patients belonging to the lowrisk group, with a difference in NES of at least 2-fold and a p-value by t-test in the order of less
than 10-6 (Figure 22A-B). We find that the high-risk FLT3-ITD subtype with no other cytogenetic
abnormalities, which we found to co-segregate with clusters 1, 3 and 6, can also be stratified by
the HOXA master regulator block. VIPER-inferred activity of the HOXA block in cluster 3 is
significantly higher than in the other two clusters (p-value: 2.24x10-5, t-test). A similar pattern is
found with patients whose tumor shows trisomy 8, which is a common chromosomal abnormality
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whose prognostic impact is understudied60. We find that trisomy 8 patients who are predicted by
their inferred MR activity to be in the high-risk group (n=89, 75%) have worse survival than
patients in the low-risk group (n=30, 25%). This holds true also for trisomy 8 patients that have no
other molecular abnormalities. We find a statistically significant difference between the MR
activity in the HOXA master regulator block) in the high-risk group compared to the low-risk
group, even in a smaller set of trisomy 8 patients with no other cytogenetic abnormalities (n=11,
36.7%) with a p-value of 10-4 by t-test, Figure 22 C-D).
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Figure 22: Further stratification of AML subtypes. AML subtypes are further stratified into high-risk
and low-risk groups (FLT3-ITD (A), Trisomy-8 (C)). HOXA block of master regulator activity can
distinguish between high-risk and low-risk subsets of AML subtypes even in patients with no other
predictive cytogenetic features (B, D).

Stratification of intermediate risk patient group
We used the binary predictor to classify intermediate-risk patients into high- and low-risk groups.
We found that the intermediate risk patients who stratify within cluster 9, which was originally a
cluster of ambiguous risk that was merged into the low-risk group, display a very poor prognosis
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(Figure 23). This may be due to the fact that the proportion of patients with MRD in cluster 9
among intermediate-risk patients is much higher (60%) than in the general cluster 9 population
(27%). It may be an artifact of the small sample size (n=20, 73, respectively). We removed cluster
9 from the binary stratification of intermediate risk patients and found that the remaining
intermediate risk patients stratify into high- and low- risk groups with an overall survival ranging
from 67% to 48% and a p-value of 0.013. If we add cluster 9 and classify the MRD+ patients into
the high-risk group, we find a similarly statistically significant stratification with overall survival
ranging from 63% to 49% and a p-value of 0.029.
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Figure 23: Stratification of intermediate-risk patients by VIPER-inferred protein activity. (A) Costratification of AML intermediate-risk patients within the 9 clusters (B) Stratification of intermediate-risk
patients within the high-risk and low-risk groups without cluster 9 (C) Same as (B) but adding cluster 9 and
assigning patients from cluster 9 with MRD+ into the high-risk group.

Stratification of combinations of known AML markers
We identify all the combinations of known cytogenetic markers that co-segregate with clusters in
a statistically significant way (Figure 24). Most combinations of markers are found in a single
cluster, except for FLT3-ITD without other cytogenetic aberrations with co-segregate in 3 clusters
with statistical significance. The worst prognostic groups are t(6;11)(q27;q23) (cluster 3), AMKL
with CBFA2T3-GLIS2 and CBFA2T3-GLIS2 (both in cluster 7) with all three groups displaying
a dismal overall survival between 0% for t(6;11)(q21;q23) to 12.5% for CBFA2T3-GLIS2. The
next poorest survival groups are different combinations of MLL with KMT2A-MLLT10 or MLLT1 fusions along with or without other chromosomal rearrangement such as
t(11;19)(p11.2q23) and NUP98-NSD1 (cluster 4). Also, FLT3-ITD along with poor prognostic cooccuring mutations such as WT1 and gene fusion NUP98-NSD1 have similar overall survival. The
survival range for this group goes from 29% for MLL + KMT2A-MLLT10 + MLLT10-fusion +
t(10;11)(p11.2q23) to 48% for FLT3-ITD + NUP98-NSD1 (clusters 1, 3 and 6). Next, we have
AMKL with no cytogenetic aberrations and AMKL + NUP98-KDM5A which have a similar
overall survival as trisomy 21, which is exactly 50% (all in cluster 8). Cytologically normal
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patients (which are present in all the clusters) have a survival of 66% and all the subtypes above
could be considered as favorable prognosis, including AMKL + trisomy 21, which co-segregates
in cluster 8 and has an overall survival of 80%. The best survival group in this cohort is t(8;21) &
del(X) (cluster 7) with an overall survival of 94%.

Figure 24: Survival plot of pediatric AML subtype combinations cosegregating in VIPER clusters

Discussion
In this work, we present a novel, systems biology-centric approach for stratifying pediatric AML
patients using inferred protein activity and ensemble clustering. In recent years, there has been
intense work aimed at defining better stratification schemes for pediatric AML patients, primarily
by focusing on cytogenetic abnormalities. However, given the rare nature of pediatric AML and
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the even rarer nature of many of the relevant cytogenetic abnormalities, identifying predictive
markers with a strong statistical association has been difficult. This difficulty is compounded by
the fact that we mostly cannot benefit from the wealth of research that has been done in adult
AML. Pediatric AML, which occurs in the majority of cases de novo, presents differently from
adult AML which in most cases evolves from a myelodysplastic syndrome and has different
biological features. Therefore, some of the molecular markers that are important in adult AML do
not have prognostic significance in pediatric AML such as c-KIT and IDH1/2.

By using inferred protein activity, we classify pediatric AML patients from the Children’s
Oncology Group (COG) cohort into 9 clusters. This result suggests that despite the wide variety
of AML subtypes and clinically significant cytogenetic markers, the patients converge into a
limited set of clusters in which they share master regulator activity programs30. The clusters with
low survival such as 1, 3, 4, 6 and 8 in general show high activity of regulators involved with
dedifferentiation and proliferation, for example: chromatin reorganization (KDM5B, ZNF263,
BHLHE23), general oncogenes (SOX5, TP73), ribosome biogenesis (ZNF658) and repressed
activity of some pro-apoptotic regulators (ZNF70461). We also show low activity in regulators
involved in chromatin reorganization (ZNF263), protein degradation (TULP4). On the other hand,
the clusters with high survival (2, 5, 7 and 9), show high activity in TFs driving increased immune
response programs (LHX6 and PTPN14).

Several regulators identified in this study have not been characterized before in leukemia;
however, some recent research suggests that the regulators identified in this study are highly
relevant, in a cluster-specific manner or generally in AML. For example, CBFB whose low activity
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is predictive for cluster 2, is shown to be sequestered away by the CBFB-MYH1162 fusion that is
characteristic of inv(16) AML, a subtype that is highly enriched in cluster 2 (9.5-fold). POU4F1,
with high activity in cluster 7 and enriched 5.5-fold in t(8;21), is associated with the fusion-protein
AML1/ETO produced by the t(8;21) fusion63. Other regulators are known to be generally involved
with AML such as BMPR1A64, which we found to have high activity in the poor prognostic cluster
4. Finally, UNCX which we found to have high activity in the low-risk cluster 9, has expression
that is associated with the early stages of differentiation in AML, mainly in patients with wild-type
NPM165. All the patients in cluster 9 are wild-type NPM1.

Biomarker discovery based on gene expression data can identify up to hundreds of transcripts
associated with a disease state. The function of the individual genes that are part of a signature
may not be apparent at first, and usually single genes have no clear function in the disease18. Our
systems biology approach, however, combines the expression of hundreds of transcription
regulator targets into single reporters for transcription regulator activity. It results in a smaller
number of predictors, a more robust signal, as well as a more relevant group of features, most of
which are validated within the literature, with several novel predictors identified representing
potentially novel drivers for pediatric AML.

We find remarkable consistency in the activity of cluster-specific transcription regulators even
across different AML subtypes that co-segregate within a single cluster, which suggest that
different AML subtypes co-segregating in the same cluster may share similar TF regulatory
programs (Figure 25). In cluster 1, for example, NPM1 mutation-positive, FLT3-ITD positive and
cytologically normal patients all have similar average NES values around 2 with non-significant
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FDR-corrected p-values calculated by t-test with a null hypothesis of having the same average
NES. Similarly, for cluster 8, which has more diverse subtypes, the NES values are within a narrow
range, around -8, with p-values that are not significant between the groups (>0.01). However, the
p-values between the subtypes segregating within a cluster and the subtypes segregating outside
the same cluster are orders of magnitude more significant ranging from 10-1 to 10-17 (Table 4-12).

Figure 25: Diverse AML subtypes cosegregating within each cluster display common TF program
activity.

Most subtypes co-stratify within a few clusters, for example t(8;21) with no other molecular
aberrations, co-stratify in clusters 2, 4 and 7 (n=2, 1, 51, respectively). With such low numbers of
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subtypes co-segregating outside their main cluster, it is impossible to achieve the statistical power
required to identify survival differences within the same subtype across different clusters, except
for FLT3-ITD with no other cytogenetic aberrations. Partly for this reason, we developed a binary
classifier to determine whether a patient was high risk or low risk. We clustered the patients on the
features predictive of the 9 clusters and merged clusters that clustered with the favorable prognosis
clusters 2 and 7, and similarly those that clustered with the poor prognosis clusters 3, 4, 6 and 8.
The intermediate prognosis clusters 5 and 9 were merged with the favorable prognosis cluster
while cluster 1 was merged with the poor prognosis cluster. We applied the feature selection
pipeline described above and found predictive features for favorable and poor prognosis. The
stratification in the training data from COG had a p-value < 0.0001 by Cox regression and a
survival range of 75% overall survival for the favorable prognosis group to 55% for the poor
prognosis group. This result outperforms a 17-gene predictor24 when tested on this data set. The
17-gene signature is a prognostic signature that was trained on a leukemic stem cell (LSC)
signature and applied to adult AML. Our binary predictor was consistent in the external test data
sets from St-Jude’s Research hospital, TARGET data and Erasmus MC’s. It was consistent
regardless of the data type (RNA sequencing or microarray). We were able to use this signature to
further stratify patients who are for trisomy 8, which is a poorly characterized chromosomal
abnormality and not a clinical biomarker. We were able to separate trisomy 8 patients into
favorable and poor prognosis groups with p-values of 0.021 and 0.015, respectively. The average
NES for the activity of features associated with poor and favorable prognosis was consistent within
a risk group, including for patients with no other cytogenetic abnormalities. However, for those
patients, the numbers were too small to get a statistically significant separation by cox regression.
For FLT3-ITD with no other cytogenetic aberrations, we were also able to stratify the patients into
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high-risk and low-risk groups, however we are also able to stratify FLT3-ITD patients by another
high-risk signature that helps stratifies patients in clusters 1 and 6 (high risk clusters) into a lowrisk group for FLT3-ITD with no other cytogenetic aberrations.

We were also able to stratify intermediate risk patients who bear no predictive molecular markers
(Figure 23). However, clinically, we achieve a better stratification by classifying patients into
high-risk and low-risk groups depending on whether MRD is present after the first induction.
We find that a high inferred activity of a block of 7 HOXA genes is associated with poor prognosis:
HOXA3, HOXA4, HOXA5, HOXA6, HOXA7, HOXA9 and HOXA10 in addition to MEIS1
(which is also a HOXA9 binding partner66). A HOXA gene cluster has been implicated in poor
prognosis AML in a leukemic stem cell (LSC) epigenetic signature67 and in general HOXA gene
expression is associated with poor prognosis, especially HOXA9 which is overexpressed in 50%
of adult AML patients68. A variety of different genetic events can lead to HOXA deregulation
including MLL translocations, NUP98 fusions or NPM1 mutations, which are similar to the events
that co-segregate with this poor prognostic class. These multiple alterations combine into a single
signature of HOXA gene deregulation promoting the development of AML. We observe a
similarly high activity of the HOXA protein cluster in a VIPER-transformed LSC signature
(Figure 21) and find it to be highly predictive of LSC+ (AUROC=0.7897).

HOXA genes have been known to be activated by the KMT2A- and NUP98- fusion genes69,70,
which are markers that are highly enriched in the high-risk fraction of patients. This result may
partly explain why the HOXA gene cluster is so highly active in the high-risk patients as these
patients are enriched in KMT2A- fusion positive and NUP98-fusion positive patients. However,
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among 687 high risk patients, 317 (46.1%) patients had either a KMT2A- or NUP98 fusion. The
rest of the high-risk patients (370, 53.9%) did not harbor either of these fusions. To show that
HOXA cluster activity was not only due to the KMT2A fusion, we computed the average activity
of HOXA genes in subsets of high-risk patients (Figure 26). We find that all high-risk patients
have a higher activity of HOXA gene cluster and MEIS than the low-risk patients, regardless of
whether the patient had some fusions that are associated with HOXA cluster activity. The p-value
for t-test between the average activity of HOXA cluster in high-risk patients, with no KMT2A and
NUP98 fusions, was very significant (4.9x10-124).

Figure 26: HOXA gene cluster activity in high risk patients. (A) Boxplot of HOXA gene cluster
activities in different populations of high risk patients, and with low risk patients. (B) Heatmap of HOXA
gene cluster activity in high and low risk patients.

Interestingly, the cluster-predictive TFs also are predictive of LSC+ fraction (AUROC=0.7933).
Therefore, both the binary and cluster-specific predictors are predictive and correlated with
survival in AML and in an LSC+ signature. This result potentially points to a model of AML in
which survival is linked to the persistence of the LSC fraction24 and identifies transcription
regulators that are activated in LSC+ and whose activity is also associated with poor prognosis.
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The patient stratification model for pediatric AML that we present here provides a novel
perspective on patient classification based on inferred protein activity. We identify patients from
different subtypes that share common gene regulatory programs. This could pave the way to the
development of targeted therapeutics with broader spectrum than common targeted therapies that
are only effective against a single subtype such as Gilterinib71 against FLT3-ITD, and ATRA72
against PML.

This study is limited by the lack of appropriate test data sets. Being a rare disease, clinical studies
with enough pediatric AML patients to test some rare subtypes are hard to find. We worked with
data from TARGET (n=417), St-Jude’s (n=249) and Erasmus MC (n=237) which we used as test
sets. However, the TARGET data was enriched in poor prognosis samples, patients who relapsed
or failed induction and the St-Jude’s cohort was enriched in AMKL and CBF-AML. The Erasmus
MC was all comers, like the training COG data, which made them comparable, even though
Erasmus MC is a microarray data set. We were able to confirm our results in the data sets: the 9cluster predictor, the binary predictor and the FLT3-ITD risk stratification, however for the latter,
the p-values for the survival stratification were higher than we would normally accept (0.088 and
0.097). Larger studies would be needed to properly test our predictors.
In conclusion, we develop a novel scheme for stratifying pediatric AML patients based on inferred
TF activity. Our predictor identifies most of the known AML subtypes without using any
cytogenetic information, as they mostly segregate within single clusters. The TFs we identify
represent candidate master regulators for each subtype and potential drug targets. To our
knowledge this is the first time that pediatric AML is risk-stratified by inferred TF activity. This
study identifies TFs that are strong prognostic markers in FLT3-ITD patients with no other
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cytogenetic abnormalities. This result could lead to the development of risk-adapted treatment for
newly identified low-risk FLT3-ITD patients. We identify a block of HOXA genes that are
predictive of high risk. Even though HOXA gene block has been identified as markers of poor
prognostic by gene expression and epigenetic studies, it is the first time we identify HOXA inferred
activity as a driver for poor prognosis in pediatric AML.

Testing a patient for inferred TF activity is simple as it requires only to take an RNA sequencing
sample from a patient. The inferred protein activity can then be computed by first computing a
signature against already existing RNA sequencing references such as those used in this paper and
using the gene regulatory networks that we already computed. VIPER is CLIA-certified in New
York State, therefore this methodology could easily be incorporated in the prognostication of
pediatric AML patients.
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Chapter 3: Mechanisms of Relapse in B-ALL at Single-Cell
Resolution
Introduction
Acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL) is the most common pediatric malignancy. It is an aggressive
hematological tumor resulting from the malignant transformation of lymphoid B- or T- lineage
progenitors. In comparison to pediatric AML, the survival rate for ALL is much higher at 85%.
This is partly due to the successful development of risk-adapted therapies. Despite this high
survival rate, there is a subset of patients of around 20% who do not achieve complete remission
and go on to relapse. For these patients, the survival rate plummets to 39.3%73, despite intensified
chemotherapy treatment. As a result, relapsed ALL is the leading cause of cancer-related death in
children, regardless of the initial favorable prognosis.

ALL is treated with an intense induction of a high dose combination chemotherapy in order to
clear the initial lymphoblast population, which is followed by delivery of cytotoxic drugs to the
central nervous system and a two-year long lower intensity maintenance treatment74. Some
patients, who harbor the Philadelphia chromosome (a shortened chromosome 22 resulting from a
t(9;22)(q34;q11) fusion75), can benefit from targeted therapy with fewer side effects, such as
imatinib and dasatinib76. However, most patients who undergo induction chemotherapy, receive
acute and long-term detrimental side effects74,77,78. Therefore, there is a need for understanding the
mechanisms of relapse in pediatric ALL and in identifying potential drug targets.
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The precise mechanisms mediating disease progression and relapse remains largely unknown.
However, the current view is that relapse results from the accumulation of drug-resistant
subclones. Such subclones can also develop as a result of genetic lesions from chemotherapy. Such
lesions can affect genes associated with lymphoid development, the cell cycle, nucleotide
metabolism, transcription regulation and DNA repair.

Genome-wide studies of matched trio samples (germinal-diagnosis-relapse) have revealed that in
most patients, the cells responsible for relapse are already present prior to diagnosis, which suggest
that genomic abnormalities contributing to relapse are selected during treatment79. Only 6% of
diagnostic samples did not share genomic alterations with the germinal cells, therefore the
selection mechanism appears to be the dominant mechanism for pediatric ALL relapse. Identifying
and characterizing such “relapse-like” cells at diagnosis would help us better understand the
mechanisms of relapse and treatment resistance and potentially identify therapeutic targets.

To this end, we analyze single-cell RNA sequencing data from trios of B-ALL (diagnosis –
remission – relapse) identify leukemic and normal cells and use the ARACNe-VIPER pipeline to
infer TF activity in the leukemic and normal compartments. Finally, in inferred TF-activity space,
we reconstruct pseudolineage and identify pseudotemporal drivers for B-ALL.
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Materials and methods
Single-cell isolation
We isolated single cells from the bone marrow from 8 B-ALL patients. The cells were isolated and
RNA-sequenced by 3’ chemistry. The samples were mapped by the CellRanger pipeline (v.3.1.0.)
on the GRCh38-3.0.0. genome reference. Remission samples had to undergo an additional
antibody-capture step to increase the yields for purifying leukemic cells which were present in a
small proportion of the samples, however the diagnosis and relapse cells were so predominant in
the samples that they did not need any further purification.

QC processing
Single-cell RNA sequencing is noisy and prone to a large proportion of drop-outs counts. The
methods developed for bulk RNA sequencing as the ones we used in the AML project in chapter
2 do not apply in single-cell RNA sequencing. Low quality cells must be removed from the
analysis and low quality cells may be cells with high % of mitochondrial counts, or cells with low
coverage (small number of detected genes) or low depth (small number of detected gene counts)
or a sequencing depth that is too high, as it may indicate the presence of doublets – single droplets
that contain the RNA molecules from two cells80.
To identify potential low-quality cells, we adopted an adaptive thresholding on the % of
mitochondrial reads. Any cell expressing more than the median % mitochondrial counts + 3 times
the mean absolute deviation (MAD) 81 was removed from the analysis. In addition, cells expressing
less than 500 total UMIs were removed. On average, 16 % of the cells did not pass QC and were
not analyzed further. The data was then normalized by taking the logarithm of the counts per
10,000 UMIs, using the Seurat pipeline (v3.1.1)82 in R (v4.0.2). We identified the most variable
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genes for each sample and computed the UMAP projection based on the first 30 principal
components. We used the Leiden community detection algorithm50 for clustering and adjusted the
resolution such that known cell populations would cluster together without being split into several
clusters.

ARACNe-VIPER pipeline
Protein activity in the single cells was inferred by the Virtual Inference of Protein Activity by
Enrichment of Regulon (VIPER) algorithm29. The approach consists of the same steps as in the
bulk RNA sequencing case discussed in the AML project above, except with one additional step
of pooling single-cells into metacells83. Pooling nearest neighbor cells substantially improved
number of predicted edges in the ARACNe networks as it helped address the dropout issue inherent
with single-cell RNA sequencing. After pooling the cells, we computed a regulatory network34, a
gene expression signature and then inferred protein activity29,53.

Computing a gene regulatory network in single cell data is complicated by the drop out effect. In
order to lessen this effect, we identified nearest neighbors by building a k-NN graph and
identifying the 10 shared nearest neighbors for each cell with the constraint that the cells must be
from the same cell type. We then summed the raw counts corresponding to the 10 shared nearest
neighboring cells. We did so for every cell, resulting in a metacell matrix of the same dimensions
as the original raw counts matrix. Finally, in order to create the input gene expression matrix for
ARACNe, we randomly subset the metacell matrix to 750 metacells and ran ARACNe as discussed
above. By this method we reduced the proportion of zeroes from 90% to 75% on average, and we
were able to reconstruct networks with an average of 500,000 interactions detected, which is
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comparable to a bulk network of 1,000,000 interaction detected on average. We computed a
regulatory network for each individual sample (diagnosis or relapse for each patient).

We computed a gene expression signature between each sample and an HSC reference from a
purified set of HSC from the human embryonic cord blood84. This reference was chosen because
it consists of a purified HSC fraction which is difficult to identify with certainty in the ALL data
sets as most cells that are HSC-like are actually leukemic. This signature is equivalent to the AML
signatures we computed in chapter 2 for feature selection with an HSC background. We computed
signature by taking the z-score of each normalized expression value against a centroid in the
reference.

Finally, differential protein activity was computed on the gene expression signatures as described
above, by metaVIPER-integration of every gene regulatory network53.

Identification of normal and leukemic cells
Our data sets were composed of bone marrow mononuclear cells without blast purification.
Therefore, they all contained a certain proportion of normal cells. One surprising challenge of this
project was distinguishing the leukemic cells from the normal cells. Unlike solid tumors, whose
gene expression profiles are normally quite distinct from that of the surrounding normal cells85,
leukemic cells exist in an environment that is very similar transcriptionally. Leukemic cells are
malignant cells of the immune system, and they are mixed with normal immune cells. We find
that, in the case of B-ALL, leukemic cells mix with B-cells and proliferative cells (identified as
“HSC” by SingleR86, a method for identifying cell types by correlating their expression to that of
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purified references), while in the case of the T-ALL, the leukemic cells mix with T-cells and
proliferative cells. Therefore, distinguishing the normal B-cells from the B-ALL cells or the
normal T-cells from the T-ALL cells is not trivial (Figure 27).

Figure 27: UMAP projection for a sample from a B-ALL patient. (A) Single R cell type
assignments; (B) Gene expression of TdT (DNTT), a marker for leukemic cells (C) Cells with
detected mutations by Vartrix; (D) Assignment of leukemic (turquoise) and normal (peach) cells.
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To this end, we used several different approaches: cell marker gene expression (to identify cells
that express a certain marker), inferCNV87 (to infer the copy number variation in single cells based
on their differential patterns of gene expression), Vartrix88 (to identify cells bearing mutations that
are known to exist in the patient) and CytoTRACE89 (to identify cells that are more proliferative).
We review each approach here. We find that diagnosis and relapse cells are easier to characterize
while remission cells are more challenging.

Gene expression markers
TdT (DNTT) is an important marker for ALL cells that was identified in the 1980s90. While it is a
good marker for a whole sample, at the single-cell resolution, its expression is not universal across
all the leukemic cells (Figure 27B). Therefore, we need to rely on a larger selection of markers
for proliferation such as genes involved in DNA replication PCNA, MCM2, CDK1, CDK2, CDK4,
CDK6, more specific leukemia related genes such as HHEX, HES6, markers of B-cells such as
CD19, CD79A and PAX5, markers of T-cells such as CD4, CD8 and CD3, markers of plasma
cells such as SDC1, TNFR, PRDM1, markers of monocytes such as CD14, CD16 and CD34,
markers of erythrocytes such as HBB and GYPA and markers of T-ALL such as NOTCH1. The
marker gene expressions along with the SingleR assignments gave us a confident assignment for
the normal cell types and in some cases for the leukemic cells.

InferCNV
InferCNV is an algorithm that identifies evidence for somatic large-scale chromosomal copy
number alterations. It uses a normal reference to compare the expression of the tumor sample to.
The default workflow goes in 4 steps: 1- smoothing the gene expression by chromosome; 2-
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centering the smoothed data by cell; 3- Subtracting the normal data from the tumor data; 4Denoising. This algorithm has been shown to work very well on solid cancer types such as
glioblastoma91, melanoma92 and oligodendroglioma93 in which the tumor cells are distinct from
the surrounding environment. This detection may be driven by the ploidy in the tumor cells.
Whereas solid tumors may be composed of hyperploid cells, our B-ALL samples are mostly
diploid, like normal cells, which makes it especially difficult to distinguish them from normal cells.

Vartrix
Vartrix is an algorithm that detects mutations in single-cell RNA sequencing data. Vartrix uses a
set of previously defined variant calls and use them to identify those variants in the RNA
sequeincing data. It takes as input the BAM file corresponding to the RNA sequencing data, a VCF
file matched to the particular patient which contains the DNA variant information for that patient
and a genome FASTA file to compare against. Vartrix uses Smith-Waterman alignment which is
design to find homologous subsequences among sets of long sequences. For each cell barcode,
Vartrix associates a value which is one of the following: 0 – no reads covers the variant; 1- all
reads at the position support the reference allele (wild-type); 2- one or more reads support the
alternative allele (mutant); 3- one or more reads support both the alternative and the reference
allele (unknown). Because single-cell RNA sequencing is done from the 3’ end of the transcript,
and the distance covered by the polymerase is limited, the resolution of Vartrix is low, however
we do detect transcripts that are far enough from the 3’ end to detect variances in the coding region.
In order to determine if a cell is mutant, we first cluster the data set and compare the vartrix calls
to the calls on a cluster that is known to be normal by other means. We use a one-sided Fisher
exact test with a p-value threshold of 0.05. See appendix B (Vartrix) for the code.
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CytoTRACE
CytoTRACE is an algorithm that can infer the differentiation state of a single cell and reconstruct
differentiation trajectories89. It is based on the observation that the number of genes expressed in
a cell – its transcriptional diversity – decreases during differentiation. We use this algorithm to
distinguish between differentiating cells and quiescent cells. We find that in diagnosis and relapse
samples, the leukemic cells have a higher cytoTRACE score, associated with more stemness
potential. However, the leukemic cells at remission do not follow this pattern, they are more
quiescent and more difficult to identify.

Results
Identification of normal and leukemic cells
Leukemic cells in diagnosis and relapse samples displayed a pattern of expressing genes associated
with proliferation and to the lineage progenitor cell type (PAX5 for B-ALL; IL2RA and NOTCH1
for T-ALL). In general, SingleR called them as either B-cells (in the case of B-ALL) or T-cells (in
the case of T-ALL) and “HSC”, resulting most of the time in clusters with B- or T- cells scattered
along with HSC cells. As a result, leukemic cells in diagnosis and relapse samples displayed a high
stemness score by cytoTRACE. However, in remission samples, the leukemic cells did not display
a large stemness score, indicating that they may be more quiescent (Figure 28). Leukemic cells in
remission samples were assigned by identifying mutant cells with Vartrix and comparing the
distribution of cells in each cluster to a normal cell cluster by a one-sided Fisher’s exact test. As
reference for the normal cell cluster, we selected the cluster for which we were most confident to
be normal, such as a T-cell cluster in B-ALL (Figure 29). In some cases, the distribution of mutant
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cells in some normal cluster was higher than expected especially in cells identified as erythrocytes.
This may be due to the fact erythrocytes go through a process of enucleation, whereby their DNA
is ejected out of the cell and transcription is supressed94. These changes may make the mutant calls
unreliable in these cell types. Also, clusters of these cells may actually represent a mixture of
erythrocytes and erythroblasts, which would explain their high stemness potential (Figure 29D).
Therefore, we assumed that erythrocyte clusters with high numbers of mutants represented false
positives. We also verify high expression of HBB to rule out leukemic cells. Another issue with
remission cells is that the population of normal proliferative cells, such as HSC, and normal Bcells in B-ALL were much higher than in the diagnosis and relapse samples, and therefore we had
to rely also on the expression of gene markers to make a call. In the example of CU-L-277
remission, we ruled out cluster 4 for being erythrocytes/erythroblasts and cluster 3 for being
normal HSC. The enrichment in mutant cells in cluster 7 was highly significant (p-value = 0.0048)
and its co-clustering with HSC and monocytes (indicating a poorly characterized cell type) gave
us an additional clue that this cluster represented a leukemic cell type. Finally, we identify 20,904
leukemic cells (49.3%) in B-ALL and 21,438 normal cells (50.7%), 39,745 leukemic cells (79.7%)
in T-ALL/ETP and 10,107 normal cells (20.3%).

After identifying the leukemic cells, we focused our analysis on these cells. Using VIPER, we set
out to characterize the changes in the TF activity profiles across the time points diagnosis,
remission and relapse, which would help characterize some biochemical mechanisms leading to
relapse at a cell-signaling level. We analyzed four B-ALL patient data: P_00091, CU-L-78, CUL-106 and CU-L-277. We subset the data set to cells in G1 phase as we found the cell cycle to be
a confounding factor. We used the dimensionality reduction algorithm PHATE which preserves
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the local and global structure of the data and can help reveal some lineage branches. We used the
algorithm Slingshot which fits principal curves on lower dimension embeddings95, which go in the
direction of differentiation and through pre-established clusters. The advantage of this approach is
that it can trace several principal curves, each potentially corresponding to a differentiation axis.
However, in VIPER space, we find that the protein activity at nearby time points is highly
correlated, therefore we only consider one differentiation axis per experiment. We set the start
point of the pseudolineage in the cluster with the highest proportion of diagnosis cells.
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Figure 28: CU-L-78 matched trio (diagnosis, relapse and remission). Leukemic clusters in
diagnosis and relapse samples are composed of cells called by SingleR “B-cells” and “HSC” which
co-cluster (A, D). In Remission samples, the leukemic cells as not as proliferative and therefore
are undistinguishable from the normal B-cells (G). Leiden clustering tracks well with each cell
subtype (B, E, H). CytoTRACE stemness marker shows a marked increase in stemness in leukemic
cells in diagnosis and relapse samples, but not in remission samples.
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Figure 29: Determination of leukemic remission cells in CU-L-277. (A-B) Cluster 5 (T-cells and NK
cells) is used as reference. (C) Mutant cells are detected in three clusters in a statistically significant way,
but one cluster corresponds to erythrocytes and another to normal HSC. We define cluster 7 as leukemic.
(D) Stemness score for each cluster.
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Figure 30: Pseudolineage reconstruction in P_00091 B-ALL leukemic cells. We analyze leukemic cells
at G1 from B-ALL patient P_00091. (A) We identify 12 clusters by gaussian mixture modeling. (B)
Diagnosis and relapse cells partially overlap, however remission cells sit in their own cluster. (C) Slingshot
identifies four principal curves. Three are equivalent in VIPER space as they end in a similar region of the
embedding where the protein activities are highly correlated. We reject the curve that starts and ends in
cluster 7 as it does not provide mechanistic information about the development of B-ALL through the three
time points.

P_00091
In P_00091, we identify a program of TF activity that is highly active at diagnosis and gradually
decreases with pseudotime until completely disappearing and being replaced by another TF
activity program that becomes more intense with pseudotime (Figure 30). We identify several
diagnosis cells at the late time points which may correspond to the relapse-like diagnosis cells
which harbor the genomic abnormalities that are selected by treatment. The remission cells behave
differently from the rest of the cells as they almost all are located at the latest time point. We find
that early TFs are associated with chromatin remodeling while late TFs are associated with
immune response, T-cell activation and cytokine production (Table 14).

CU-L-78
In CU-L-78 is a matched pair of diagnosis and relapse cells, which overlap very little (Figure 31).
We find only 6 diagnosis cells in the late time point co-clustering with the relapse cells in contrast
to P_00091 where the co-clustering of diagnosis cells in the late time point was more pervasive.
We cluster the data set and obtain 15 clusters. We set cluster 4 as the start point and cluster 15 as
the end point. Early time point is associated with cell cycle progression and chromatin binding.
Late time point is associated with eukaryotic translation and T-cell differentiation (Table 14).
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Figure 31: Pseudolineage reconstruction in patient CU-L-78 B-ALL leukemic cells. We analyze
leukemic cells in CU-L-78 at G1 from B-ALL. (A) This sample set is a matched set of diagnosis and relapse.
(B) We identify 15 clusters and set the starting point at cluster 4. (C) The main lineage crosses the diagnosis
cells over to the relapse cells with an end point at cluster 15. (D) With time, the number of diagnosis cells
goes down and the number of relapse cells go up at about the same rate. (E) Differential activity of TF over
pseudotime from diagnosis to relapse.
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Figure 32: Pseudolineage reconstruction in patient CU-L-106 B-ALL leukemic cells. (A) CU-L-106 is
a matched trio (diagnosis/remission/relapse). (B) we identify 10 clusters and set cluster 1 as the starting
point. (C) Lineage starts from the middle and go through into the remission cells. (E)There is a gradual
transition from in TF programs from diagnosis to relapse, but an abrupt shift in remission.
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Figure 33: Pseudolineage reconstruction in patient CU-L-277 B-ALL leukemic cells. (A) CU-L-277 is
a matched trio of diagnosis/remission/relapse. (B) We identify 10 clusters and set the start point at cluster
9. (E) Remission and relapse cells are very similar in this patient and different from diagnosis, from the
point of view of TF activity.
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CU-L-106
CU-L-106 is a matched trio of diagnosis, remission and relapse cells. The relapse cells have a
distinct pattern of TF activity and cluster separately and cleanly. Most relapse cells cluster in the
early time point. Early time point is associated with a strong TF signature for eukaryotic
translation. Late time point is associated with hematopoietic development, hemopoiesis, B-cell
activation, lymphocyte proliferation (Table 14).

CU-L-277
CU-L-277 is a matched trio of diagnosis, remission and relapse cells. The relapse and remission
cells cluster together and the remission cells appear earlier in the pseudotime lineage than the
relapse cells. The early time point is associated with immune response signaling pathway, Fc
receptor signaling pathway, leukocyte differentiation, while the late time point is associated with
myeloid cell differentiation (Table 14).

Discussion
In this study, we introduce a novel approach for analyzing single-cell RNA sequencing data by
inferred TF activity. We compute the gene regulatory networks for each patient after pooling the
gene expression data of every cell’s 10 shared nearest neighbors. We use metaVIPER to combine
all the gene regulatory networks in order to infer TF activity for each cell. We use an HSC reference
to compute differential TF activity, as in the AML stratification project discussed in chapter 2.
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Identifying the leukemic cells represented a challenge because the transcription profile of the
leukemic cells was very similar to that of the normal immune microenvironment. We identified
leukemic cells based on their expression of known markers for leukemic cells and also normal
cells, the inferred stemness of the cells by cytoTRACE and by their proportion of mutant cells in
a cluster. A normal bone marrow control could potentially help identifying normal cells as one
could correlate the global expression pattern of normal cells to that of the leukemic samples.
External controls did not yield good results because of the batch effect.

We then used pseudolineage tracing to characterize some TF-mediated mechanisms of relapse in
B-ALL. We used robust algorithms for dimensionality reduction (PHATE) and for lineage tracing
(Slingshot) on a VIPER-transformed single-cell RNA sequencing data set. We found that each
patient displayed a distinct mechanism at the early stages (chromatin remodeling in P_00091, cell
cycle progression in CU-L-78, eukaryotic translation in CU-L-106 and immune response in CUL-277), but at the late stage they all have some increase in immune response either lymphoid or
myeloid. This result suggests a complex interplay between the leukemic cells and the immune
system, which has been characterized previously96. However, our study identifies potential TFs
from the leukemic cells whose aberrant activities are responsible for driving an immune response,
which represents a very interesting mechanism for tumor-immune interactions (Table 14).
We also identify a more general mechanism, which is a general loss in B-cell identity of B-ALL
cells as they evolve from the diagnostic time point to the relapse time point. Later pseudotimes are
composed of leukemic cells that are dedifferentiated and have some proliferative properties,
whereas earlier at pseudotimes, closer to the diagnostic time point, the cells are more differentiated
and B-cell-like (Table 14).
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More work will need to be done to identify the exact TFs that are associated with the immune
response and how these individual TF activities evolve during the course of the illness.
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Conclusion
In this thesis we have used methods from bioinformatics, systems biology, statistics and machine
learning to improve our understanding of pediatric acute leukemias. In the first part, we developed
a novel patient stratification method for risk-adapted treatment in pediatric AML, based on inferred
transcription factor (TF) activity and ensemble clustering. We identified nine clusters with a wide
survival difference (84% to 44%) and found that most known AML subtypes co-segregate with
the clusters we identified. We use this classifier to identify two novel subgroups of FLT3-ITD with
no other cytogenetic abnormalities, one that is high-risk and one that is low-risk. We identify TFs
that are predictive of risk in this subtype and that are potential master regulators. We then validate
this finding in two external data sets. We also create a binary classifier to more easily classify
patients into two subgroups (high risk vs low risk). We find that the high-risk group is defined by
the activity of a specific cluster of HOXA TFs.
Next, we extend the TF activity inference methodology to single-cell RNA sequencing in order to
characterize some mechanisms for relapse in ALL. Using a suite of bioinformatics tools, we
perform lineage reconstruction in VIPER-inferred TF activity space. We identify in four patients
four different mechanisms of relapse characterized by different patterns of TF activity in the early
time points. All patients develop a signal for an immune response towards the later pseudotimes
and the B-cells lose their B-cell identity by undergoing dedifferentiation. To my knowledge, this
is the first time TF activity inference is used in a single-cell leukemia data set. And it will greatly
improve our understanding of mechanisms driving the development of ALL through different
stages of the disease.
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Appendix A
Code for Consensus Clustering

The consensus_clustering function takes as input a VIPER matrix (=dataset), subsampling
parameters and hyperparameter perturbation parameters.
reticulate::use_python(python = '/home/alexandre/.local/share/rminiconda/envs/r-reticulate/bin/python', required = T)
library(Seurat)
library(DESeq2)
library(tradeSeq)
library(plotfunctions)
library(mclust)
library(SingleCellExperiment)
library(phateR)

consensus_clustering <- function(dataset,
size_of_fold_prop = 0.8,
with_replacement = FALSE,
vary_top_features_range = c(0.1,0.3),
ndim = 2, #can also be two values
(c(10,15)) will select a random integer in the range at each iteration
nfolds = 1000,
dimensionality_red_algo = c('umap', 'pca',
'tsne', 'PHATE'),
clustering_algo = c('mclust', 'pam', 'hc',
'leiden', 'spectral'),
nb_clusters = 10:12,
save_RDS_path = './RDS_obj/cc.rds',
seeds = 1:1000,
cores = cores){
require(tsne)
require(dbscan)
require(cluster)
require(leiden)
require(uwot)
require(mclust)
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require(kknn) # for spectral clustering
require(phateR)
require(parallel)
if (length(seeds) != nfolds) stop('Number of seeds must equal number of
folds.')
size_of_fold = round(ncol(dataset) * size_of_fold_prop)
clustering <- mclapply(1:nfolds, function(i){
if (i%%25 == 0){
write(i, './progress.txt')
}
seed = seeds[i]
print(i)
message(paste0('iteration ', i, ' of ', nfolds))
set.seed(seed = seed)
sampling <- sample(colnames(dataset), size_of_fold, with_replacement)
set.seed(seed = seed)
prop_top_genes <- runif(n = 1, min = vary_top_features_range[1], max =
vary_top_features_range[2])
prop_top_genes <- round(prop_top_genes * nrow(dataset))
variable_genes <- order(rowVars(dataset), decreasing =
T)[1:prop_top_genes]
emb <- dim_reduction(dataset = t(dataset[variable_genes,sampling]) ,
algo = dimensionality_red_algo, k = ndim, seed = seed)
clust_res <- clustering_data(dataset = emb, algo = clustering_algo, k =
nb_clusters, seed = seed)
return(list(samples = sampling,
embedding = emb,
clusters = clust_res))
}, mc.cores = cores)
# if (!is.null(save_RDS_path)){
#
tryCatch({
#
saveRDS(clustering, file = save_RDS_path)
#
}, error = function(i){
#
message('Error: invalid save path')
#
return(clustering)
#
})
# }
return(clustering)
}
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random_k <- function(k, seed){
set.seed(seed = seed)
if (length(k) > 1){
k = round(runif(1, k[1], k[length(k)]))
}
return(k)
}

dim_reduction <- function(dataset, algo = '', k, seed){
if (algo == 'umap'){
k <- random_k(k, seed)
set.seed(seed = seed)
init <- sample(c('pca', 'spectral', 'random'), 1, F)
set.seed(seed = seed)
emb <- umap(X = dataset,
n_neighbors = round(runif(1, 40, 50)),
n_components = k,
init = init,
spread = runif(1, 8, 13),
min_dist = runif(1, 0.8,1.2),
verbose = T)

# emb <- tryCatch({
#
print(seed)
#
set.seed(seed = seed)
#
emb <- umap(X = dataset,
#
n_neighbors = round(runif(1, 40, 50)),
#
n_components = k,
#
init = 'PCA',
#
spread = runif(1, 8, 13),
#
min_dist = runif(1, 0.8,1.2),
#
verbose = T)
#
return(emb)
# }, error = function(e){
#
write(seed,'./errors_umap.txt')
#
seed <- seed*2
#
print(seed)
#
set.seed(seed = seed)
#
emb <- umap(X = dataset,
#
n_neighbors = round(runif(1, 40, 50)),
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#
#
#
#
#
#
return(emb)
# })

n_components = k,
init = 'PCA',
spread = runif(1, 8, 13),
min_dist = runif(1, 0.8,1.2),
verbose = T)

} else if (algo == 'pca'){
emb <- prcomp(x = dataset)
k <- random_k(k, seed)
emb <- emb$x[,1:k]

} else if (algo == 'tsne'){
emb <- prcomp(x = dataset)
k_pca <- random_k(c(10,50), seed)
k_tsne <- random_k(k, seed)
set.seed(seed = seed)
emb <- tsne(X = emb$x[,1:k_pca], k = k_tsne, perplexity =
round(runif(1,22,38)))
}
else if (algo == 'PHATE'){
k_PHATE <- random_k(k, seed)
set.seed(seed = seed)
decay <- sample(c(1,2), 1, F, c(0.1, 0.9))
if (decay == 1){
decay <- NULL
} else {
set.seed(seed = seed)
decay <- runif(n = 1, min = 30, max = 80)
}
emb <- phate(data = dataset, ndim = 2, knn = k_PHATE, decay = decay,
gamma = 1, verbose = F, n.jobs = 1, seed = seed)
emb <- emb$embedding
}
###
return(emb)
}
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clustering_data <- function(dataset, algo, k, seed){
################################
#Mclust
if (algo == 'mclust'){
k <- random_k(k, seed)
set.seed(seed = seed)
clust_res <- tryCatch({
Mclust(dataset, G = 1:k, verbose = T)
}, error = function(e){
write(paste0('Error, seed = ', seed), './errors_mclust.txt')
set.seed(seed = seed*2)
return(Mclust(dataset, G = 1:k, verbose = T) )
})
clust_res <- clust_res$classification
}
#############################
#PAM
if (algo == 'pam'){
k <- random_k(k, seed)
metric <- sample(c('euclidean', 'manhattan'), 1, F, c(0.7, 0.3))
clust_res <- pam(x = dataset, k = k, metric = metric)
clust_res <- clust_res$clustering
}
###########################
#leiden
if (algo == 'leiden'){
k <- random_k(k, seed)
knn_res <- kNN(x = dataset, k = k)
snn_res <- sNN(x = knn_res, k = k)
edge_list <- matrix(data = NA,
nrow = (dim(snn_res$id)[1] * dim(snn_res$id)[2]) length(which(is.na((snn_res$id)))),
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ncol = 2)
counter = 0
for (row in 1:dim(snn_res$id)[1]){
for (col in 1:dim(snn_res$id)[2]){
if (!is.na(snn_res$id[row,col])){
counter <- counter + 1
edge_list[counter,1] <- row
edge_list[counter,2] <- snn_res$id[row,col]
}
}
}
graph_res <- igraph::graph_from_data_frame(edge_list)
clust_res <- leiden(graph_res,
partition_type = 'ModularityVertexPartition',
resolution_parameter = runif(1,0.8,1.2),
seed = seed)
}
###########################
#Hierarchical clustering
if (algo == 'hc'){
k <- random_k(k, seed)
set.seed(seed = seed)
method <- sample(c('ward.D2', 'single', 'complete', 'average',
'mcquitty', 'median', 'centroid'), 1, F)
clust_res <- hclust(d = dist(dataset), method = method)
clust_res <- cutree(clust_res, k = k)
}

###########################
#Spectral clustering
if (algo == 'spectral'){
k <- random_k(k, seed)
require(kknn)
clust_res <- specClust(data = dataset, centers = k)$cluster
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}
return(clust_res)
}

Consensus Clustering Run Example (Phate + MClust (Gaussian) sequence):

CC_PHATE_Mclust <- lapply(list_VP, function(i){
counter <<- counter + 1
print(counter)
consensus_clustering(dataset = i,
size_of_fold_prop = 0.8,
with_replacement = FALSE,
vary_top_features_range = c(0.1,0.5),
ndim = c(2, 10),
nfolds = 1000,
dimensionality_red_algo = 'PHATE',
clustering_algo = 'mclust',
nb_clusters = 15,
seeds = 1:1000,
save_RDS_path = './CC_res/CC_PHATE_Mclust.rds',
cores = 63)
})
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Create adjacency matrix by merging clustering solutions

#merge results of a CC_obj (create adjacency matrix and normalized adjacency
matrix)
create_adjacency_matrix <- function(CC_obj, patient_labels){
clust_mat <- matrix(data = NA, nrow = length(patient_labels), ncol =
length(CC_obj), dimnames = list(patient_labels, 1:length(CC_obj)))
# succesful_runs <- sapply(1:length(CC_obj), function(i)
length(CC_obj[[i]]))
# succesful_runs <- which(succesful_runs == 3)

for (i in 1:length(CC_obj)){
#print(i)
#clust_mat[match(names(CC_obj[[i]]), row.names(clust_mat)), i] <CC_obj[[i]]
clust_mat[match(CC_obj[[i]]$samples, row.names(clust_mat)), i] <CC_obj[[i]]$clusters
}
adj_mat <- matrix(data = 0, nrow = length(patient_labels), ncol =
length(patient_labels), dimnames = list(patient_labels, patient_labels))
pb <- txtProgressBar(min = 1, max = length(patient_labels), initial = 1,
style = 3)
for (patient in 1:length(patient_labels)){
setTxtProgressBar(pb, patient)
for (fold in 1:length(CC_obj)){
clust_patient <- clust_mat[patient,fold]
common_patients <- which(clust_mat[,fold] == clust_patient)
adj_mat[common_patients, patient] <- adj_mat[common_patients, patient]
+ 1
}
}
normalized_adj_mat <- t(t(adj_mat)/sapply(1:length(patient_labels),
function(i) adj_mat[i,i]))
return(list(adj_mat = adj_mat,
normalized_adj_mat = normalized_adj_mat))
}
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Initial feature selection algorithm.
Will yield a table of sorted features by votes (the number of times a feature appears in a fold)
with the ties broken by feature weight which is inversely proportional to the ranking of the
feature in each fold.

initial_feature_selection <- function(list_vp, clusters, test_cluster =
'all', training_set, nb_iterations=100, nb_feats = 50, top_bottom = FALSE){
list_training_features <- list()

mat_training_wt <- matrix(data = rep(nb_feats:1, nb_iterations), nrow =
nb_feats, ncol = nb_iterations, dimnames = list(paste0("MR_",1:nb_feats),
1:nb_iterations))

if (test_cluster == 'all'){
iter_clust <- sort(unique(clusters), decreasing = F)
} else {
iter_clust <- test_cluster
}

for (clust in iter_clust){
message(paste0('cluster_', clust))
mat_training_feat <- matrix(data = NA, nrow = nb_feats, ncol =
nb_iterations, dimnames = list(paste0("MR_",1:nb_feats), 1:nb_iterations))
for (i in 1:nb_iterations){
print(i)
if (i%%100 == 0){
write(paste0('Clust - ', clust, ' ; iteration: ', i),
'./progress.txt', append = T)
}
if (length(list_vp) > 1){
prop <- runif(1, length(list_vp)*0.3, length(list_vp) )
prop <- round(prop)
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list_vp_subsample <- sample(1:length(list_vp), prop, F)
list_vp_subsample <- lapply(list_vp_subsample, function(i)
list_vp[[i]])
message('metaVIPER computation ...')
mtvp <- metaVIPER(list_vp_subsample, verbose = F)
mtvp <- mtvp$integrated_vp
} else {
mtvp <- list_vp[[1]]
}

test <- intersect(names(which(clusters == clust)), training_set)
ref <- intersect(names(which(clusters != clust)), training_set)
#length_ref <- length(test)

if (length(test) < length(ref)){
ref <- sample(ref, length(test), F)
} else if (length(test) > length(ref)) {
test <- sample(test, length(ref), F)
} else if (length(test) == length(ref)){
ref <- sample(ref, length(ref)*0.8, F)
test <- sample(test, length(test)*0.8, F)
}

message('t-test ...')
ttest_res <- sapply(row.names(mtvp), function(i){
LogTTest(x = mtvp[i,test],
y = mtvp[i,ref])
})
#return(ttest_res)
names(ttest_res) <- gsub('\\.t', '', names(ttest_res))
if (top_bottom){
mat_training_feat[,i] <- names(sort(abs(ttest_res), decreasing =
T))[1:nb_feats]
} else {
mat_training_feat[,i] <- names(sort(ttest_res, decreasing =
T))[1:nb_feats]
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}
#return(mat_training_feat)
}

mat_ranked_feat <- matrix(data = 0, nrow =
length(table(mat_training_feat)), ncol = 2, dimnames =
list(names(table(mat_training_feat)), c('Votes', 'Weight')))
for (i in names(table(mat_training_feat))){
mat_ranked_feat[i,1] <- table(mat_training_feat)[i]
mat_ranked_feat[i,2] <- sum(mat_training_wt[which(mat_training_feat ==
i)])
}
mat_ranked_feat <- data.frame(mat_ranked_feat)
mat_ranked_feat <- mat_ranked_feat[with(mat_ranked_feat,
order(mat_ranked_feat[,1],
mat_ranked_feat[,2], decreasing = T)),]
list_training_features[[clust]] <- mat_ranked_feat
}
return(list_training_features)

}

Feed-forward feature selection using the ranked list obtained above
feed_forward_feature_selection <- function(viper_mat,
clusters,
test_cluster = 1,
initial_features_obj,
max_nb_feat = 25,
nb_iterations = 100,
training_set,
test_set){
require(randomForest)
require(pROC)
list_auc <- list()
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list_auc_neg_ctrl <- list()
list_auc_null <- list()
for(clust in unique(test_cluster)){
print(paste0('Test - ', clust))
nb_feats <- nrow(initial_features_obj[[clust]])
nb_feats <- min(max_nb_feat, nb_feats)
list_auc[[clust]] <- matrix(data = NA,
nrow = nb_feats,
ncol = nb_iterations,
dimnames =
list(row.names(initial_features_obj[[clust]])[1:nb_feats], 1:nb_iterations))
cl <- intersect(names(which(clusters == clust)), training_set)
not_cl <- intersect(names(which(clusters != clust)), training_set)
cl_test <- intersect(names(which(clusters == clust)), test_set)
not_cl_test <- intersect(names(which(clusters != clust)), test_set)
for (iter_auc in 1:nb_iterations){
for (nb_features in 1:nb_feats){
if (length(not_cl) > length(cl)){
not_cl_auc <- sample(not_cl, length(cl), F)
cl_auc <- cl
} else if (length(not_cl) < length(cl)){
cl_auc <- sample(cl, length(not_cl), F)
not_cl_auc <- not_cl
} else {
cl_auc <- sample(cl, length(cl)*0.8, F)
not_cl_auc <- sample(not_cl, length(not_cl)*0.8, F)
}

if (nb_features == 1){
feat <- row.names(initial_features_obj[[clust]])[1]
feat <- rep(feat, 2)
} else {
feat <- row.names(initial_features_obj[[clust]])[1:nb_features]
}
rf_c <- randomForest(x = t(viper_mat[feat, c(cl_auc, not_cl_auc) ]),
y = as.factor(c(rep('cl', length(cl_auc)),
rep('not_cl', length(not_cl_auc)))),
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xtest = t(viper_mat[feat, c(cl_test,
not_cl_test) ]),
ytest = as.factor(c(rep('cl', length(cl_test)),
rep('not_cl', length(not_cl_test))))
)
list_auc[[clust]][nb_features,iter_auc] <- roc(as.factor(c(rep('cl',
length(cl_test)), rep('not_cl', length(not_cl_test)))),
rf_c$test$votes[,1],
auc = T, quiet = T)$auc
}
}
print(paste0('Neg CTRL - ', clust))
list_auc_neg_ctrl[[clust]] <- matrix(data = NA, nrow = nb_feats, ncol =
nb_iterations, dimnames = list(1:nb_feats, 1:nb_iterations))
cl <- intersect(names(which(clusters == clust)), training_set)
not_cl <- intersect(names(which(clusters != clust)), training_set)
cl_test <- intersect(names(which(clusters == clust)), test_set)
not_cl_test <- intersect(names(which(clusters != clust)), test_set)
for (iter_auc in 1:nb_iterations){
for (nb_features in 1:nb_feats){
if (length(not_cl) > length(cl)){
not_cl_auc <- sample(not_cl, length(cl), F)
cl_auc <- cl
} else if (length(not_cl) < length(cl)){
cl_auc <- sample(cl, length(not_cl), F)
not_cl_auc <- not_cl
} else {
cl_auc <- sample(cl, length(cl)*0.8, F)
not_cl_auc <- sample(not_cl, length(not_cl)*0.8, F)
}
if (nb_features == 1){
feat <- sample(row.names(viper_mat), 1, F)
feat <- rep(feat, 2)
} else {
feat <- sample(row.names(viper_mat), nrow(viper_mat),
F)[1:nb_features]
}
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rf_c <- randomForest(x = t(viper_mat[feat, c(cl_auc, not_cl_auc) ]),
y = as.factor(c(rep('cl', length(cl_auc)),
rep('not_cl', length(not_cl_auc)))),
xtest = t(viper_mat[feat, c(cl_test,
not_cl_test) ]),
ytest = as.factor(c(rep('cl', length(cl_test)),
rep('not_cl', length(not_cl_test)))))
list_auc_neg_ctrl[[clust]][nb_features,iter_auc] <roc(as.factor(c(rep('cl', length(cl_test)), rep('not_cl',
length(not_cl_test)))),
rf_c$test$votes[,1], auc = T, quiet = T)$auc
}
}
print(paste0('Null - ', clust))
list_auc_null[[clust]] <- matrix(data = NA, nrow = nb_feats, ncol =
nb_iterations, dimnames =
list(row.names(initial_features_obj[[clust]])[1:nb_feats], 1:nb_iterations))
cl <- intersect(names(which(clusters == clust)), training_set)
not_cl <- intersect(names(which(clusters != clust)), training_set)
for (iter_auc in 1:nb_iterations){
for (nb_features in 1:nb_feats){

subsampling_size <- min(length(cl), length(not_cl))
cl_null <- sample(training_set, subsampling_size, F)
not_cl_null <- sample(setdiff(training_set, cl_null),
subsampling_size, F)

if (nb_features == 1){
feat <- row.names(initial_features_obj[[clust]])[1]
feat <- rep(feat, 2)
} else {
feat <- row.names(initial_features_obj[[clust]])[1:nb_features]
}
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rf_c <- randomForest(x = t(viper_mat[feat, c(cl_null,
not_cl_null) ]),
y = as.factor(c(rep('cl', length(cl_null)),
rep('not_cl', length(not_cl_null)))))
list_auc_null[[clust]][nb_features,iter_auc] <roc(as.factor(c(rep('cl', length(cl_null)), rep('not_cl',
length(not_cl_null)))),
rf_c$votes[,1],
auc = T, quiet = T)$auc
}
}

return(list(list_AUC = list_auc,
list_AUC_neg_ctrl = list_auc_neg_ctrl,
list_AUC_null = list_auc_null
))

}
}

Function for computing the log t-test to calculate very low p-values
Such p-values would otherwise underflow and show up as “0”
LogTTest <- function(x, y) {
test.res <- t.test(x, y, alternative = 'two.sided')
log.p <- 2*pt(q = abs(test.res$statistic), df = floor(test.res$parameter),
log.p = TRUE, lower.tail = FALSE)*(-sign(test.res$statistic))
return(log.p)
}

Function to identify the stopping point for the feed-forward feature selection

identify_top_features <- function(classification_obj,
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p_val_threshold = 0.01,
test = c('ttest', 'normal'),
threshold_null_diff = 0.02,
skip_first_feat = TRUE){
nb_features <- nrow(classification_obj$list_AUC)
if (test == 'ttest'){
pval_neg_ctrl <- sapply(1:nb_features, function(feat){
t.test(classification_obj$list_AUC[feat,],
classification_obj$list_AUC_neg_ctrl[feat,])$p.value
})
pval_null <- sapply(1:nb_features, function(feat){
t.test(classification_obj$list_AUC[feat,],
classification_obj$list_AUC_null[feat,])$p.value
})
}
if (test == 'normal'){
pval_neg_ctrl <- pnorm(q = rowMeans(classification_obj$list_AUC),
mean =
rowMeans(classification_obj$list_AUC_neg_ctrl),
sd =
rowSds(classification_obj$list_AUC_neg_ctrl),
lower.tail = F)
pval_null <- pnorm(q = rowMeans(classification_obj$list_AUC),
mean =
rowMeans(classification_obj$list_AUC_null),
sd = rowSds(classification_obj$list_AUC_null),
lower.tail = F)
}
names(pval_neg_ctrl) <- row.names(classification_obj$list_AUC)
names(pval_null) <- row.names(classification_obj$list_AUC)
diff_test_null <- rowMeans(classification_obj$list_AUC) rowMeans(classification_obj$list_AUC_null)
pct_change_test_null <- sapply(2:length(diff_test_null), function(i){
(diff_test_null[i] - diff_test_null[i-1])/diff_test_null[i]
})
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if (skip_first_feat){
pct_change_test_null[1] <- 0
}
stopping_point_1 <- which(pct_change_test_null < -threshold_null_diff)
stopping_point_1 <- min(stopping_point_1)
stopping_point_2 <- which(pval_neg_ctrl > p_val_threshold)
stopping_point_2 <- min(stopping_point_2)
stopping_point_3 <- which(pval_null > p_val_threshold)
stopping_point_3 <- min(stopping_point_3)
stopping_point <- min(stopping_point_1, stopping_point_3,
stopping_point_3)
return(list(pval_neg_ctrl = pval_neg_ctrl,
pval_null = pval_null,
diff_test_null=diff_test_null,
stopping_point_1 = stopping_point_1,
stopping_point_2 = stopping_point_2,
stopping_point_3 = stopping_point_3,
stopping_point = stopping_point))
}
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Plot cosegregation of AML subtypes with cluster solution

Takes as arguments a clinical features matrix in which the clinical covariates of interest are
binarized (“0” for no, “1” for yes), and a cluster_assignments input which is the cluster solution
of interest. The function compute χ2 distribution for the cosegregation of each clinical covariates
with the cluster solution. The p-values are returned at the end of the function as well as printed on
the terminal. With the default settings, the bars corresponding to patients with a subtype that is not
clustered in a statistically significant manner are black, the ones that are clustering in a statistically
significant manner are pink and the ones that are enriched 3-fold in addition to being statistically
significantly distributed across the clusters are red.
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Plot_Clinical_Features <- function(clinical_features_matrix = NULL,
#rows: clinical features, columns: patients, binary (0--false; 1--true)
clin_features =
1:nrow(clinical_features_matrix), #subset rows
cluster_assignments, #cluster
assignments, lowest cluster number must be 1, names are patient names
matching the clinical_features_matrix
p_val_threshold = 0.05, #p-value
threshold for the chi-square analysis
threshold_enrichment = 3, #fold-change
threshold to quantify enrichment of a feature inside a cluster
font_size=0.7, #font size for the
features on the right side
feat_names = NULL, #rename features
(row.names(clinical_features_matrix))
significant_cosegregation_color =
'pink', #color for patients whose distribution across clusters is nonrandom
feature_enrichment_color = 'red',
#color for patients within clusters that are enriched
non_significant_color = 'black',
show_bargraph = TRUE){ #color for
features that are randomly distributed
if (!is.null(feat_names)){
row.names(clinical_features_matrix) <- feat_names
}
nb_features = length(clin_features) #total number of features to look
at
nb_clusters = length(table(cluster_assignments)) #total number of
clusters in the cluster_assignment object
#Formation of clusters and of the clinical data matrix
#Assigns each patient to cluster 1, 2, 3, ...
#Assemble the clinical features (the rows selected in clin_features)
from the matrix clinical_features_matrix
#End result: a matrix with patient names ordered by cluster (columns)
and clinical features (rows)
COUNTER = 0
for (cluster_id in (1:nb_clusters)){
if (COUNTER == 0){
patient_cluster_matrix = clinical_features_matrix[ clin_features ,
names(which(cluster_assignments == cluster_id)) ]
}
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if (COUNTER !=0){
patient_cluster_matrix = cbind(patient_cluster_matrix,
clinical_features_matrix[ clin_features , names(which(cluster_assignments
== cluster_id)) ] )
}
COUNTER = COUNTER + 1
}
COUNTER = 0
for (i in 1:nb_clusters){
assign(x = paste0('cluster_',i), value = (COUNTER + 1) : (COUNTER +
(table(cluster_assignments)[i])) )
print(get(x = paste0('cluster_',i)))
COUNTER = COUNTER + (table(cluster_assignments)[i]) - 1
}

#Create data frames to report the clinical data from each cluster (the
sums, the porportions, the null ratios for chi-square)
df_report_ratios = data.frame()
df_report_sums = data.frame()
df_report_null_ratios = data.frame()
for (i in 1:nb_features){
print(i)
for (j in 1:nb_clusters){
print(paste0(row.names(patient_cluster_matrix)[i], ' | Cluster ',
j , ' ', round(sum(as.numeric(as.factor(patient_cluster_matrix[i, get(x
= paste0('cluster_',j)) ])) -1) /
sum(as.numeric(as.factor(patient_cluster_matrix[i,
unlist(sapply(1:nb_clusters, function(k) get(x = paste0('cluster_',
k))))
]))-1) ,2) ))
df_report_sums[i,j] =
sum(as.numeric(as.factor(patient_cluster_matrix[i, get(x =
paste0('cluster_',j)) ])) -1)
df_report_ratios[i,j] =
round( sum(as.numeric(as.factor(patient_cluster_matrix[i, get(x =
paste0('cluster_',j)) ])) -1) /
sum(as.numeric(as.factor(patient_cluster_matrix[i,
unlist(sapply(1:nb_clusters, function(k) get(x = paste0('cluster_',
k))))
])) -1) , 2)
df_report_null_ratios[i,j] = round(length(get(x =
paste0('cluster_',j))) / length(unlist(sapply(1:nb_clusters, function(i)
get(x = paste0('cluster_', i))))) , 2)
}
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df_report_sums[i,(nb_clusters + 1)] =
sum(as.numeric(as.factor(patient_cluster_matrix[i,
unlist(sapply(1:nb_clusters, function(i) get(x = paste0('cluster_',
i))))
])) -1)
df_report_ratios[i,(nb_clusters + 1)] =
sum(as.numeric(as.factor(patient_cluster_matrix[i,
unlist(sapply(1:nb_clusters, function(i) get(x = paste0('cluster_',
i))))
])) -1)
df_report_null_ratios[i,(nb_clusters + 1)] =
sum(as.numeric(as.factor(patient_cluster_matrix[i,
unlist(sapply(1:nb_clusters, function(i) get(x = paste0('cluster_',
i))))
])) -1)
}

colnames(df_report_ratios) = c(paste0('cluster_',1:nb_clusters), 'n')
row.names(df_report_ratios) =
row.names(patient_cluster_matrix)[1:nb_features]
colnames(df_report_sums) = c(paste0('cluster_',1:nb_clusters), 'n')
row.names(df_report_sums) =
row.names(patient_cluster_matrix)[1:nb_features]
list_df = list()
list_df[['ratios']] = df_report_ratios
list_df[['null_ratios']] = df_report_null_ratios
list_df[['sums']] = df_report_sums
#Chi-square test of proportions for clinical features falling in the
clusters
#use TryCatch because each row with sum = 0 will interrupt the program
with an error (here I make the p-vals = 1 in case of an error)
last_column_df_report_sums = ncol(df_report_sums)
for (i in 1:nrow(df_report_sums)){
df_chisq = data.frame(matrix(NA, nrow = 2 , ncol = nb_clusters))
df_chisq[1,] = df_report_sums[i , 1:nb_clusters]

df_chisq[2,] = sapply(1:length(table(cluster_assignments)),
function(i) table(cluster_assignments)[i] - df_chisq[1,i] )
print(paste0('Contingency matrix for chi-square. Row 1: sum of 1s ;
Row 2: sum of 0s :', row.names(df_report_sums)[i]))
print(df_chisq)
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df_report_sums[i,(last_column_df_report_sums + 1)] = tryCatch(expr =
chisq.test(df_chisq)$p.val, error=function(e) 1)
}
colnames(df_report_sums)[last_column_df_report_sums + 1] = 'p-val'

list_df[['sums']] = df_report_sums
color_vector = NULL
color_vector[1:nrow(df_report_sums)] = non_significant_color
color_vector[which(df_report_sums[,'p-val'] < p_val_threshold)] =
significant_cosegregation_color
enrichment_clin_feat <- list_df$ratios/list_df$null_ratios
enrichment_clin_feat <enrichment_clin_feat[,1:(ncol(enrichment_clin_feat) - 1)]
list_df[['enrichment']] <- enrichment_clin_feat
color_enrichment <- enrichment_clin_feat
color_enrichment <- as.matrix(color_enrichment)
for (i in 1:nrow(color_enrichment)){
color_enrichment[i,which(color_enrichment[i,] <=
threshold_enrichment)] <- color_vector[i]
if (color_vector[i] == non_significant_color){
color_enrichment[i,] <- color_vector[i]
}
if (color_vector[i] == significant_cosegregation_color){
color_enrichment[i,which(as.numeric(color_enrichment[i,]) >
threshold_enrichment)] <- feature_enrichment_color
}
}

for (clust in 1:length(unique(cluster_assignments))){
for (i in 1:nrow(patient_cluster_matrix)){
if (color_enrichment[i,clust] == feature_enrichment_color){
patient_cluster_matrix[i,names(which(cluster_assignments ==
clust))] <-
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ifelse(patient_cluster_matrix[i,names(which(cluster_assignments ==
clust))] == '1', '2', '0')
}
}
}
#plotting the features
par(mfrow = c(nb_features+1,1), mai = c(0,1,0,1.5))
plot.new()
for (i in 1:nb_features){
nb_levels <- length(levels(as.factor(patient_cluster_matrix[i,])))
image(x = seq(from = 0.5, to = length(cluster_assignments) - 0.5,
by = 1),
y = 1,
z =
as.matrix(as.numeric(as.factor(patient_cluster_matrix[i,]))) ,
ylim = c(0,0),
ylab = '', xlab = '', axes = F,
col = c('white', color_vector[i],
feature_enrichment_color)[1:nb_levels] )
mtext(text = paste0(' ', row.names(clinical_features_matrix)[i]),
side = 4, las = 1, cex = font_size, col = ifelse(color_vector[i] ==
non_significant_color, 'black', 'blue') )

barplot(log10(list_df[['sums']]$`p-val`)[i],
add=T,
xlim = c(min(log10(list_df[['sums']]$`p-val`)),0),
horiz = T, space = -0.5, axes = F, col = 'black')
#abline(v = log(p_val_threshold), lty = 1, lwd = 3, col = 'red')

print(paste0(i,': ', row.names(patient_cluster_matrix)[i]))
COUNTER = 0
abline(v = COUNTER, lty = 3, lwd = 1, col = 'black')
for (j in 1:nb_clusters){
COUNTER = COUNTER + table(cluster_assignments)[[j]]
abline(v = COUNTER, lty = 3, lwd = 1, col = 'black')
abline(h = -0.93, lty = 3, lwd = 1, col = 'black')
}
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if (i == 1 ){
pos_cluster_labels <- lapply(sort(unique(cluster_assignments)),
function(i) {
length(which(cluster_assignments == i))/2 +
length(which(cluster_assignments < i))
})
mtext(text = sort(unique(cluster_assignments)), side = 3, at =
pos_cluster_labels, cex = 0.7)
}
}
return(list_df)
}
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Appendix B
Code relevant to the single-cell RNA sequencing data analysis

Vartrix
Get_mutants: identifies cells with mutation.
#1-get calls from sample VCF (leukemic reference)
#2-remove genes that are present in the normal reference (if available)
#3-subset genes to a specific transcript type (if available)
#4-remove NA genenames if genenames available
get_mutants <- function(vartrix_out_matrix, vartrix_out_matrix_normal = NULL,
variant_gene_coord, variant_gene_coord_normal,
barcodes,
vcf_file,
subset_genes = NULL,
genenames_index = c(14, 4),
transcript_type_index = c(14,8),
transcript_type = 'protein_coding',
prefix_barcodes = '',
subset_barcodes = NULL){
require(Matrix)
variant_gene_coord <- read.delim(variant_gene_coord, header = F);
variant_gene_coord <- as.character(variant_gene_coord[,1])
if (!is.null(variant_gene_coord_normal)){
variant_gene_coord_normal <- read.delim(variant_gene_coord_normal, header
= F); variant_gene_coord_normal <as.character(variant_gene_coord_normal[,1])
common_gene_coords <- intersect(variant_gene_coord,
variant_gene_coord_normal)
} else{
common_gene_coords <- variant_gene_coord
}
vartrix_out_matrix <- readMM(vartrix_out_matrix)
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#vartrix_out_matrix_normal <- readMM(vartrix_out_matrix_normal)
barcodes <- read.delim(barcodes, header = F, sep = '\n')
barcodes <- as.character(barcodes[,1])
barcodes <- paste0(prefix_barcodes, '_', barcodes)
vartrix_out_matrix <- as.matrix(vartrix_out_matrix)
colnames(vartrix_out_matrix) <- barcodes
if (!is.null(subset_barcodes)){
barcodes <- barcodes[match(subset_barcodes, barcodes)]
vartrix_out_matrix <- vartrix_out_matrix[,barcodes]
}

vcf_file <- read.delim(vcf_file, header = T)

if (!is.null(genenames_index)){
genenames <- sapply(1:nrow(vcf_file), function(i)
strsplit(strsplit(as.character(vcf_file[i,'INFO']), split =
';')[[1]][genenames_index[1]], '\\|')[[1]][genenames_index[2]])
if (!is.null(subset_genes)){
indices_genenames_subset <- which(genenames %in% subset_genes)
genenames <- genenames[indices_genenames_subset]
variant_gene_coord <- variant_gene_coord[indices_genenames_subset]
vartrix_out_matrix <- vartrix_out_matrix[indices_genenames_subset,]
transcript_type <- NULL
}
} else {
genenames <- common_gene_coords
vartrix_out_matrix <- vartrix_out_matrix[which(genenames %in%
common_gene_coords),]
}
if (!is.null(transcript_type)){
transcript_type <- which(sapply(1:nrow(vcf_file), function(i)
strsplit(strsplit(as.character(vcf_file[i,'INFO']), split =
';')[[1]][transcript_type_index[1]], '\\|')[[1]][transcript_type_index[2]])
== transcript_type)
}
# 1- remove variants detected in the normal sample
if (!is.null(variant_gene_coord_normal)){
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indices_to_remove <- match(common_gene_coords, variant_gene_coord)
} else {
indices_to_remove <- NULL
}

if (!is.null(transcript_type)){
indices_to_remove <- c(setdiff(1:nrow(vartrix_out_matrix),
transcript_type), indices_to_remove)
print(indices_to_remove)
}
if (!is.null(variant_gene_coord_normal)){
vartrix_out_matrix <- vartrix_out_matrix[-indices_to_remove,]
genenames <- genenames[-indices_to_remove]
variant_gene_coord <- variant_gene_coord[-indices_to_remove]
}
#2- remove NA genenames
NA_genes <- which(is.na(genenames))
if (length(NA_genes) > 0){
print('removing NA genes...')
genenames <- genenames[-NA_genes]
vartrix_out_matrix <- vartrix_out_matrix[-NA_genes,]
variant_gene_coord <- variant_gene_coord[-NA_genes]
}
vartrix_out_matrix <- as.data.frame(vartrix_out_matrix)
colnames(vartrix_out_matrix) <- barcodes
#row.names(vartrix_out_matrix) <- genenames

return(list(mat = vartrix_out_matrix,
genenames = genenames,
gene_coord = common_gene_coords))
}

Plot_Mutants
Plot mutant cells on a pre-computed lower dimensional embedding
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plot_mutants <- function(plot_coord, variant_gene_mat, barcodes, plot_title =
'Detected Variants', reduction = 'UMAP', conservative = FALSE,
single_call_types_only = FALSE, heterogeneity_threshold = 1,
nb_mutants_threshold = 1, ignore_clusters = NULL, cluster_solution = NULL){
variant_gene_mat <- variant_gene_mat[rowSums(variant_gene_mat) > 0,]
if (is.character(plot_coord)){
plot_coord <- read.delim(plot_coord, header = F, sep = ' ', as.is = T)
}
row.names(plot_coord) <- barcodes

if (single_call_types_only){
calls_heterogeneity <- sapply(1:dim(variant_gene_mat)[2], function(i)
length(unique(variant_gene_mat[which(variant_gene_mat[,i] != 0), i])))
calls <- sapply(1:dim(variant_gene_mat)[2], function(i) {
if (calls_heterogeneity[i] == 0) return('No_call')
if (calls_heterogeneity[i] > heterogeneity_threshold) return('No_call')
if (calls_heterogeneity[i] <= heterogeneity_threshold) {
if ('2' %in% variant_gene_mat[,i]) return('Mutant')
if (('3' %in% variant_gene_mat[,i]) && (conservative))
return('No_call')
if (('3' %in% variant_gene_mat[,i]) && (!conservative))
return('Mutant')
if (('1' %in% variant_gene_mat[,i]) && (conservative))
return('No_call')
if (('1' %in% variant_gene_mat[,i]) && (!conservative)) return('Wildtype')
if ('0' %in% variant_gene_mat[,i]) return('No_call')
}
})
}else{

calls <- apply(variant_gene_mat, 2, function(i) {
if (conservative){
if (length(which(i == '2')) >= nb_mutants_threshold) {
return('Mutant')}
else{
return('No_call')
}
}
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if (!conservative){
nb_2s <- length(which(i == '2'))
nb_3s <- length(which(i == '3'))
if ((nb_2s + nb_3s) >= nb_mutants_threshold) return('Mutant')
return('No_call')
}
#
#
#
#
#

if
if
if
if
if

(('3' %in% i) && (conservative)) return('No_call')
(('3' %in% i) && (!conservative)) return('Mutant')
(('1' %in% i) && (!conservative)) return('Wild-type')
(('1' %in% i) && (conservative)) return('No_call')
('0' %in% i) return('No_call')

})
}
if (!is.null(ignore_clusters)){
if (length(ignore_clusters) == 1){
calls[which(cluster_solution == ignore_clusters)] <- ' No_call'
} else {
for (i in ignore_clusters){
calls[which(cluster_solution == i)] <- ' No_call'
}
}
}
plot(plot_coord, pch = 19, col = rgb(0.85, 0.85, 0.85, 1), main =
plot_title, xlab=paste0(reduction, '_1'), ylab = paste0(reduction, '_2'))
points(x = plot_coord[which(calls == 'Wild-type'),1],
plot_coord[which(calls == 'Wild-type'),2], pch = 19, col = rgb(0.85, 0.85,
0.85, 1) ) #rgb(0.46, 0.65, 0.83, 1))
points(x = plot_coord[which(calls == 'Mutant'),1], plot_coord[which(calls
== 'Mutant'),2], col = rgb(0.93, 0.11, 0.14, 1), pch = 19)

}

Identify mutant clusters by Fisher’s exact test
fisher_exact_test_against_normal_cluster <- function(vartrix_output,
cluster_assignments, normal_cluster = '0', conservative = T,
nb_mutants_threshold = 1, ignore_clusters = NULL, cluster_solution = NULL){
vartrix_output <- vartrix_output[which(rowSums(vartrix_output) != 0),]
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if (conservative){
#calls <- apply(vartrix_output, 2, function(i) ifelse(('2' %in% i),
return('Mutant'), return('Normal')))
#calls <- apply(vartrix_output, 2, function(i) ifelse(length(which(i ==
2)) >= nb_mutants_threshold , return('Mutant'), return('Normal')))
calls <- ifelse(colSums(vartrix_output == '2') >= nb_mutants_threshold,
'Mutant', 'Normal' )
}else{
calls <- apply(vartrix_output, 2, function(i) {
# if ('2' %in% i) return('Mutant')
# if ('3' %in% i) return('Mutant')
nb_2s <- length(which(i == '2'))
nb_3s <- length(which(i == '3'))
if (nb_2s + nb_3s >= nb_mutants_threshold) return('Mutant')
return('Normal')
})
}

if (!is.null(ignore_clusters)){
if (length(ignore_clusters) == 1){
calls[which(cluster_solution == ignore_clusters)] <- ' Normal'
} else {
for (i in ignore_clusters){
calls[which(cluster_solution == i)] <- ' Normal'
}
}
}

print(table(calls))
clusters_to_test <- setdiff(cluster_assignments, normal_cluster)
list_res <- list()
list_res[[paste0('cluster_', normal_cluster)]] <- 1
nb_normal_in_normal_cluster <- length(which(calls[which(cluster_assignments
== normal_cluster)] == 'Normal'))
nb_mutant_in_normal_cluster <- length(which(calls[which(cluster_assignments
== normal_cluster)] == 'Mutant'))
for (i in clusters_to_test){
print(i)
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nb_normal_in_leuk_cluster <- length(which(calls[which(cluster_assignments
== i)] == 'Normal'))
nb_mutant_in_leuk_cluster <- length(which(calls[which(cluster_assignments
== i)] == 'Mutant'))
df <- matrix(data = c(nb_mutant_in_normal_cluster,
nb_normal_in_normal_cluster,nb_mutant_in_leuk_cluster,
nb_normal_in_leuk_cluster),
nrow = 2, ncol = 2)
print(df)
res <- fisher.test(df, alternative = 'less')$p.value
list_res[[paste0('cluster_', i)]] <- res
}
return(list_res)
}
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Cosegregating AML subtypes VIPER NES p-values

NPM
mutation

FLT3ITD
Positive

Cytologically
Normal

More_than_2_Features

Not_in_cluster_1

NPM mutation

1

1

1

1

4.03E-14

FLT3-ITD Positive

1

1

1

1

0.000197

Cytologically Normal

1

1

1

1

6.54E-07

More_than_2_Features

1

1

1

1

2.65E-08

Not_in_cluster_1

4.03E-14

0.000197

6.54E-07

2.65E-08

1
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Table 5: AML subtype cosegregation p-values (Cluster 1)

inv(16)

inv(16) + trisomy 8

Not_in_cluster_2

inv(16)

1

1

8.55E-43

inv(16) + trisomy 8

1

1

2.25E-05

Not_in_cluster_2

8.55E-43

2.25E-05

1

Table 6: AML subtype cosegregation p-values (Cluster 2)

t(9;11) +
MLL

Cytologically
Normal

NPM
mutation

NPM
mutation
+ FLT3ITD
Positive

FLT3ITD
Positive
+
NUP98NSD1

More_than_2_Features

Not_in_cluster_3

t(6;11)(q27;q23) +
MLL
t(9;11) + MLL

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

3.64E-05

1

1

0.93793

1

1

1

1

0.001589

Cytologically Normal

1

0.93793

1

1

1

0.155709

1

0.016961

NPM mutation

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1.01E-07

NPM mutation +
FLT3-ITD Positive
FLT3-ITD Positive +
NUP98-NSD1
More_than_2_Features

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

8.21E-06

1

1

0.155709

1

1

1

0.858877

0.000203

1

1

1

1

1

0.858877

1

3.39E-07

Not_in_cluster_3

3.64E-05

0.001589

0.016961

1.01E07

8.21E06

0.000203

3.39E-07

1

Table 7: AML subtype cosegregation p-values (Cluster 3)
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t(6;11)(q27;q23)
+ MLL

t(9;11) + MLL

1

MLL +
KMT2AMLLT10
1

t(6;11)(q27;q23)
+ MLL

Cytologically
Normal

MLL

More_than_2_Features

Not_in_cluster_4

0.347389

0.000959

0.000108

0.002852

5.95E-44

MLL + KMT2AMLLT10
t(6;11)(q27;q23) +
MLL
Cytologically Normal

1

1

1

0.0017

0.001828

0.12182

2.38E-11

0.347389

1

1

0.03189

1

1

0.00021

0.000959

0.0017

0.03189

1

0.37646

0.075018

0.924318

MLL

0.000108

0.001828

1

0.37646

1

1

5.86E-06

More_than_2_Features

0.002852

0.12182

1

0.075018

1

1

8.99E-12

Not_in_cluster_4

5.95E-44

2.38E-11

0.00021

0.924318

5.86E-06

8.99E-12

1

Table 8: AML subtype cosegregation p-values (Cluster 4)
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t(9;11) +
MLL

Cytologically
Normal
Not_in_cluster_5

Cytologically
Normal
0.945458

Not_in_cluster_5

0.945458

1

5.97E-07

0.002378

5.97E-07

1

0.002378

Table 9: AML subtype cosegregation p-values (Cluster 5)
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NPM mutation

NPM
mutation
1

FLT3-ITD Positive

1

NPM
mutation
+ FLT3ITD
Positive
1

FLT3-ITD
Positive +
NUP98NSD1

More_than_2_Features

Not_in_cluster_6

1

0.13158

1.85E-10

NPM mutation + FLT3ITD Positive
FLT3-ITD Positive +
NUP98-NSD1
More_than_2_Features

1

1

1

1

0.001238

1

1

1

1

0.001105

0.13158

1

1

1

2.92E-13

Not_in_cluster_6

1.85E-10

0.001238

0.001105

2.92E-13

1

Table 10: AML subtype cosegregation p-values (Cluster 6)
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FLT3ITD
Positive

t(8;21)

1

t(8;21) +
del(Y)
1

t(8;21) +
del(9q)
1

t(8;21) +
del(X)
1

More_than_2_Features

Not_in_cluster_7

1

5.40E-48

t(8;21) + del(Y)

1

1

1

1

0.24227

5.60E-23

t(8;21) + del(9q)

1

1

1

1

0.736687

5.93E-11

t(8;21) + del(X)

1

1

1

1

0.414522

4.24E-12

More_than_2_Features

1

0.24227

0.736687

0.414522

1

3.06E-08

Not_in_cluster_7

5.40E-48

5.60E-23

5.93E-11

4.24E-12

3.06E-08

1

Table 11: AML subtype cosegregation p-values (Cluster 7)
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t(8;21)

AMKL
+
CBFA2
T3GLIS2

AMK
L

MLL

t(11;19)q(23;
p13.1) +
MLL

del(7)

NUP9
8KDM
5A

NPM
mutati
on

t(9;11
)+
MLL

CBFA2
T3GLIS2

More_than_2_
Features

Not in
cluster
8

1

AMK
L+
NUP9
8KDM
5A
1

Cytologically
Normal
AMKL +
CBFA2T3GLIS2
AMKL

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

0.789
362
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

6.13E13
5.74E06

1

1

1

1

0.789362

1

1

1

1

1

MLL

1

1

1

1

1

0.677
551
1

1

1

1

1

1

0.272
452
1

1

1

1

1

t(11;19)(q(23;p
13.1) + MLL
del(7)

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

NUP98KDM5A
NPM mutation

1

1

0.677
551
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

0.717
175
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

0.607252

1

1

1

1

1

1

0.317
922
1

1

1

0.272
452
1

t(9;11) + MLL

1

1

1

AMKL +
NUP98KDM5A
CBFA2T3GLIS2
More_than_2_
Features
Not_in_cluster
_8

1

1

1

1

1

0.717
175

1

0.317
922

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

6.13E-13

5.74E06

6.69E
-17

0.000
452

1

0.052
764

0.104
144

0.607
252
0.065
735

0.001
766

0.002
257

0.0015
09

3.07E-09

Table 12: AML subtype cosegregation p-values (Cluster 8)

6.69E17
0.0004
52
1
0.0527
64
0.1041
44
0.0657
35
0.0017
66
0.0022
57
0.0015
09
3.07E09
1
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Cytologi
cally
Normal

CEBPA
mutation
+ FLT3ITD
Positive

CEBPA
mutation

Cytologically
Normal

Not_in_cluster_9

1

1

0.331768

2.24E-08

1

1

0.728066

7.87E-27

Cytologically Normal

0.331768

0.728066

1

1.50E-05

Not_in_cluster_9

2.24E-08

7.87E-27

1.50E-05

1

Table 13: AML subtype cosegregation p-values (Cluster 9)
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CEBPA mutation + FLT3-ITD
Positive
CEBPA mutation

Top TF at early and late time points in four B-ALL patients
CU-L-78
Early
Late
ATF4
RAB33A
SLTM
PDE6B

CU-L-106
Early
Late
RGS10
BCL11A
COPB1
CDK9

CREG1
ITGA4
ATP1B3

RABAC1
APBA2
ZNF350

ZFAND1
HTR1F
PPP2CA

RHOB
SIN3B
YBX3

BCLAF1
RIF1
ITGB1

NKX2-3
CD27
URI1

URI1
MDH2
CD48

DDX17
CITED2
PLCG2

CRTC2

ZFP91

CCDC85B

MYO10
ATF2
BTG2
EIF5
GPR132
CDKN1B

EWSR1
SFPQ
YWHAH
EP300
GNB2
PLEKHO1

16 SSRP1
17 POLR3K

KLF13
STK17B

SDC2
HNRNPD

P2RY10
ATP6V1G
1
ZNF831
HOXB5
ICAM2
NRCAM
CCNY
TBC1D10
C
CD81

18 ATP5F1B
19 XRCC5

ABTB1
ARID5A

BAZ1A
LCOR

20
21
22
23
24
25

ZCCHC2
KDM4B
UBE2B
CREBBP
CHD2
SMPD1

YY1
RCC2
HDAC2
FRYL
ATP8B4
RBBP7

26 PRMT5

FBXW7

27 HTATSF1
28 PHF6
29 HSPD1
30 ADI1

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

P_00091
Early
Late
PUF60
ZNFX1
HMGA1
KLF9
HLACLNS1A
DPB1
SUCLG1
CD55
MCTS1
CREBRF
HLACCT3
DQB1
TRIM28
BTG1
GTF2A2
KMT2B

9 PHB
10
11
12
13
14
15

AATF
PSMA4
ATXN10
PRDX3
RFXANK
RUVBL2

RUVBL1
XRCC6
MSRB2
MRPL42
SLIRP
PSMC5

CU-L-277
Early
Late
NR4A1
MLLT3
ID3
HTR1F
GUCY1B
RHOB
1
CBX4
PBX1
SPRY2
CAVIN1
GATA2
PIM1
HOXA7

ZFAND5

SPRY1
PDGFRB
RUNX1
TSC22D
3

ZCCHC10
EEF2
MECOM
RPSA
CNOT8
RPL6

PTGER4
TCF4
SETD7
ZMIZ1
PCDH9
POU4F1

FOSL2
SIN3B
EZR
CD74
LILRB2
ACTG1

ZNF711
NFE2
CDH2
SCN9A
HESX1
FYB1

ZNF721
ZNHIT3

TNF
CD55

EHD2
SOX18

KHDRBS2
NACA

HSPA8
UBA52

CD24
JUND

ATRAID
GATA2
NRCAM
ZNF521
ZNF350
CLTA

PTPRE
SSBP2
BTG2
CDKN1B
ZFP36L1
KLF6

CDC5L

IKZF3
UTRN
ZFP64
IL6R
UBA52
RPS27A
GTF2IRD
1

SGK1
MEF2D
KHDRBS
3
ZNF791
POU2AF
1
NR3C1
GNA15
PTGER4
NDRG1
EMP1

MME

POU4F1

SP4

SRSF10

LEF1

ZMYM5
ATP6V1G
1

NR4A3

HMBOX1
IRF9
PIK3R1

USP14
PDCD10
SLC20A1

ZNF641
CALN1
VIPR1

PCBD1
ZCRB1
LDLRAD3

FFAR1
TMEM13
1L
CIITA
SMARCA2

ARL4A
ZNF385
D

ETV5
CNOT2
MYADM

TERF2IP
CHRM3
DSG2
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NPR3

GFI1B
MALL
HMGA2
NKAIN2
TAL1
MYCN
HOXA6
HOXA10

31 SRP72
HSD17B1
32 0

LPAR2

LIMS1

ZNF781

RPL7

CPM

IGHM

EFNA1

PANX2

ADNP

BTF3

CCNY

UBC

MEIS1

33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42

MRPL12
ESD
POLR2I
CBX3
DRAP1
TAF9
CD320
NOC2L
KARS
MTA1

CLTC
STAG2
STAU1
NFE2L2
GTF2I
SLC7A5
SMAD5
ATP2B1
CD47
ZSWIM6

ADGRE5
RPS14
CD48
ADCY6
CRTAM
MECOM
ATP8B1
ADTRP
ZNF860
CLEC2B

VPS37B
RPS27A
CAVIN1
ZBED3
ESF1
DSG2
SELENOS
BTF3
HOXA10
STRAP

SPRY2
FBXW7
ID3
ZNF703
SMAD3
HLX
KHDRBS3
CCNL1
DPEP1
NR3C1

43
44
45
46
47
48

CCDC124
SIVA1
MRPL28
TP53
PA2G4
NELFE

PNRC1
ZFAND3
ZFAND5
PNPLA2
SIRT7
RAB8B
XRN1
ATP11B
KLRG1
STAT1
DENND4
A
LMBRD1
PXN
CNOT4
INPP5A
EPC1

EPAS1
HLADRA
HBEGF
CD72
PCDH9
HDAC5
CORO1A
FOS
CIITA
NR4A2
SULF2

GPR183
UBN1
ZNF451
BLVRB
HSBP1
TFDP1

EEF2
CD3E
S1PR2
RPSA
ZNF521
LILRA1

ICOSLG
RASD1
HLA-E
EIF5
KLF9
MYLIP

GAS7
GNAS
EBF1
RAB17
RERE
PRDM2

MXD4
ELMSAN
1
CDK11A
SEC14L2
RGS9

MIER1

CD247
DCUN1D
3
FZD3
CCR7
ZBTB14

RAMP1
PLPP5
MESP1
RPS14
ZC3H8
CNBP
HNRNPD
L

SPRY1

CD19

HOXA9
FUBP1
GTF2A2
PHF5A

EBF1
INSR
ELMSAN1
GNG7

ELF1
RPL7
KLF2
ICOSLG

RXRA
HOXB3
HOXA5
ITGAX
HLF
SALL2
ZCCHC2
4
ZDHHC1
5
CRYM
NACC2
KLF3

SVIP

SAP18

AGO2

LBH

RPL7

ZNF662

ATF3

JUN
B4GALT
1

PRKCH
ADGRG6
FMNL1
BACH2
XRN2
ZNF540

ICAM2
EDF1
RBPJ
ZNF382
DRAP1
HSF5

POU2F2
MDM4
EZR
IGHM
CD19
RBM39

BCL11A
IRS2
TCF4
LRRFIP1
EDF1
FOSB

HOXB6
PIR
HBZ
EPB41
TBPL1
LMO2

HR
CROCC
TMEM88

NACA
HOXA5
NIPA2

IQGAP1
LPAR6
SLC7A5

CD9
DGKD
MEF2A

SOX6
TFPI
NFIB

49 CHD4
50
51
52
53

ILF2
COPRS
NOLC1
VDAC1

HMGN2
PDS5A
PARVB
RBBP4
SMARCA
5

54 GTF2H3

BAZ2A

55 SUPT16H

ZNF493

56
57
58
59
60
61

HLA-E
DDX5
RASGRP1
RELL1
DLL1
GRK5

BDP1
SMARCC
1
TFRC
TLN1
MYH9
ILF3
AFF1

TRAT1
ZC3H12A
IGF1R

BAZ1B
HSF1
PTP4A2

HRAS
ENO1
TM7SF3
GZF1
GOT2
NUCB2
SMARCB
62 1
63 SERBP1
64 WDR77
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HOXA9
JAZF1
DNMT3B
CBX7
RBPMS
PROM1
CD47
SHANK3
ANGPT1
ANXA3

PREX2

LDLRAD
3

65 GAPDH

RC3H1

ADIPOR1

TRBC1

XRN2

CHD7

66 PAK1IP1

ZBTB11

TYROBP

ZNF667

TMED10

POU2AF1

VAPA
HLADRB1

67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74

AP2B1
PBRM1
CAMTA1
RNF10
PFN1
RAP1B
RAC1
TCIRG1

EFNB1
ZSCAN18
CNST
PAX2
NRBF2
HLF
SALL4
LMBR1L

EMP3
JMJD1C
GSN
KLF6
PLP2
JUND
CD99
RARA

HOXC6

CBFA2T3

PREX1

GATA1

76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84

FURIN
PRKCH
UBC
ZNF641
SLC9A5
SBNO2
BTAF1
HLA-A
ZFP36

MLC1
HSP90AA
1
METAP2
VEZF1
SPEN
DNAJC1
E2F2
NEGR1
ETS2
FOXO3

ZNF287
ZNF667
POLR2K
CDH26
ZBTB8A
PFDN1
ZNF711
ATP5PO
PPP1R16
B

SERPINE1
ASCL2
MEF2C
CREBBP
S100A9
ATRX
RAB9A
CREB5

75 ZDHHC9

PRKD2
HABP4
RHOF
ZNF394
IL6ST
CCNL1
MARK3
BCL11B
ZDHHC2
0

CGGBP1
ZNF804
A
BLVRB
OLIG1
HOXA3
KRT1
SLC20A1
CALN1
MFAP3L

ATRAID
NPAS1
RAMP1
TRIB3
MED6
KCNQ1
RPL6
CAPS
CHRM3

TRAPPC2
HMGA2
ZNRD1
ZNF462
SIVA1
NAE1
NMT1
RRAS2
ATP5F1A

CD82
RUNX2
FOXO3
BTG1
ADD1
HLA-DRB1
MACF1
EPAS1
ZCCHC7

TCEAL5
MECOM
MACC1
GYPC
FLCN
PDCD10
RAB9B
ITGA2B
ZFYVE21

85 CHD1L

TCF7

ZBTB7A

ZC3H8

TCF3

86
87
88
89

ZNF593
DYNLL1
MCM3
CNP

SYT17
CYTH2
STK10
APBB1

NFE2
CALM3
MARK3
HDGF

CR2
SHANK2
XPNPEP2
RILPL1

ARF1
FAM129
B
NKAIN2
POLR2I
HOXB5

SMAD3
HR
SETD7
CREB5
CPM
RASD1
LY86
TAF1D
IRF2BP2
SERPINE
1

CAMK2A
KMT2E
BLNK
LAIR1

GABPB1
ZNF703
SCN3A
PQBP1

90
91
92
93

CLTA
NELFB
PHF5A
ZRANB3

ADAM17
FXYD7
ARNTL
SP140

PLCG1
LYPD1
ZNF287
KIRREL3

ZDHHC15
HOXA7
CCNC
ZNF791

AFF1
STIM2
ADNP
S100A16

ZFP36L1
PTPRE
CD86
CRIM1

CIC
APBA2
PRDM1

TIAL1
ATF3
MAZ
IRAK1
HNRNPA
B
GNB4
PLCG2

ASCL2
UBAC1
NFIA
TFDP1
RUNDC3
A
SLC35G1
ZNF662
AP2A1

FXYD7
ZNF425
FAM84B

SCN9A
EID1
HM13

PRKD2
ZNF608
CD74

GNG7
RPSA
RPL6

HES6
RAP1B
ZBTB8A

RAB18
NEU1

ZBTB43
SAP30

PLPP1
PRDM16

PTPN1
SVIP

JUP
ZFP36

ZNF608
HLX

CD300LF
DCAF6

LRPPRC
TMEM97
SOD1
PARK7
C1QBP
G3BP1
VPS25
COPS5

SCRIB
STUB1
SRPK1
SLC39A4
CSNK2B
EID1
SNF8
ZNF511
GPI

94 ACTL6A
95 HAUS7
96 PDIA6
ZMYND1
97 9
98 PFDN1
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ZNF462

99 NUFIP1
100 MCM5

PMEPA1
CATSPER
G

ARF6

IGHD

P2RY10

RNF4

LPAR6

ZBTB2

MED6

CD9

FOXO1
S100A1
6

PLAGL1
KLF1

Table 14: Top 100 Transcription regulators for four B-ALL sample at early and late time
points.
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